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ABSTRACT
Monitoring end-to-end available bandwidth is critical in helping applications and users 
efficiently use network resources. Because the performance of distributed systems is in­
trinsically linked to the performance of the network, applications tha t have knowledge 
of the available bandwidth can adapt to changing network conditions and optimize their 
performance. A well-designed available bandwidth tool should be easily deployable and 
non-intrusive. While several tools have been created to actively measure the end-to-end 
available bandwidth of a network path, they require instrumentation at both ends of the 
path, and the traffic injected by these tools may affect the performance of other applications 
on the path.
We propose a new passive monitoring system that accurately measures available band­
width by applying self-induced congestion analysis to traces of application-generated traffic. 
The Watching Resources from the Edge of the Network (Wren) system transparently pro­
vides available bandwidth information to applications without having to  modify the ap­
plications to make the measurements and with negligible impact on the performance of 
applications. Wren produces a series of real-time available bandwidth measurements that 
can be used by applications to adapt their runtime behavior to optimize performance or 
that can be sent to a central monitoring system for use by other or future applications.
Most active bandwidth tools rely on adjustments to the sending rate of packets to 
infer the available bandwidth. The major obstacle with using passive kernel-level traces 
of TCP traffic is that we have no control over the traffic pattern. We demonstrate that 
there is enough natural variability in the sending rates of TCP traffic that techniques used 
by active tools can be applied to traces of application-generated traffic to  yield accurate 
available bandwidth measurements.
Wren uses kernel-level instrumentation to collect traces of application traffic and an­
alyzes the traces in the user-level to achieve the necessary accuracy and avoid intrusive­
ness. We introduce new passive bandwidth algorithms based on the principles of the active 
tools to  measure available bandwidth, investigate the effectiveness of these new algorithms, 
implement a real-time system capable of efficiently monitoring available bandwidth, and 
demonstrate that applications can use Wren measurements to adapt their runtime deci­
sions.
xv
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Available bandwidth is a simple concept: the unused capacity of a network. Knowledge of 
available bandwidth can help both application users and network administrators. Applica­
tions tha t are aware of available bandwidth can chose from the best replicas or multimedia 
quality without being forced to  experiment to determine what the network can support. 
Network administrators can use available bandwidth information to monitor Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) conformance, look for problem applications or attacks, or collect data  for 
network planning. Despite its usefulness, however, available bandwidth is notoriously diffi­
cult for anyone but a network’s owner to collect. For available bandwidth measurements to 
be widely used and accepted, tools must be available tha t minimize both the effort needed to 
acquire available bandwidth measurements and the intrusiveness of the measurement pro­
cess. The ideal solution will provide available bandwidth measurements without affecting 
the performance of other applications on the network.
1.1 M easuring Available Bandw idth
The most straightforward technique to  measure a network’s available bandwidth is using 
the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traffic counters on a router [1,37,38], 
While SNMP-based techniques produce excellent results with little overhead, they are of
2
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
limited usefulness on WANs because Internet Service Providers (ISPs) typically do not allow 
users access to  SNMP on their routers. Because this option is only available to a network’s 
administrators, other approaches have been developed.
Available bandwidth is typically measured by actively injecting data probes into the 
network. The active approach often produces accurate measurements, but it may cause 
competition between application traffic and the measurement traffic, reducing the perfor­
mance of useful applications. To date, many algorithms have been developed to provide 
available bandwidth measurements to users and applications [22,27,30,31,48,53,55,56,62], 
Most of these active algorithms rely on UDP traffic to probe the path for available band­
width, whereas most applications use TCP traffic. If UDP traffic is packet-shaped differently 
than TCP traffic, measurements made using UDP traffic may not reflect the actual band­
width available to  TCP applications. Furthermore, most active monitoring tools require 
instrumentation at both ends of the network path, which may not always be available.
Available bandwidth can also be measured by passively monitoring application traffic. 
Although a passive approach avoids the problem of contention by passively observing and 
collecting network characteristics, the passive approach is limited to periods of time when 
there is traffic on the network between the hosts of interest.
1.2 Research Problem
Available bandwidth is either measured by actively injecting data  probes into the network 
or by passively monitoring existing traffic, but there is a definite trade-off between the 
active approach, which is invasive, and the passive approach, which is rendered ineffective 
during periods of network idleness. Our research focuses on solving the problem of how 
to leverage the accuracy o f active available bandwidth algorithms to develop an accurate, 
passive available bandwidth measurement system.
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1.2.1 Requirem ents for Passive M onitoring
There are several requirements that must be satisfied for passive monitoring system to be 
widely accepted.
•  No modification to  the application code. Code modification is one of the largest 
hurdles to application development. Our implementation should be as transparent to 
the user as possible.
•  Application performance must not suffer. The monitoring software should not com­
pete with applications for network or CPU resources.
•  System must capture header information, specifically timestamps of when packets 
arrive and leave as well as the size of the packets. This information is used to  in­
fer the available bandwidth using the self-induced congestion and packet dispersion 
techniques.
•  Traces must be accurate. The precision of the timestamps is crucial because the 
available bandwidth algorithms we are implementing rely on observing the behavior 
of interpacket spacings between small groups of packets on the network.
•  Tracings must be efficient. Collecting packet information should be transparent to 
user applications by minimizing the overhead of collecting packets.
•  Measurements must be accurate and obtainable in a timely fashion.
1.2.2 Passive Application M onitoring
Shared Passive Network Performance Discovery (SPAND) [60,61] was the first complete 
measurement system designed around passive observations. It is an excellent system, how­
ever, its approach and priorities are different than ours in several significant ways. First, it 
collects only application-level throughput. Our intention is to  go beyond this information
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to measure available bandwidth. Second, SPAND focuses on providing application-specific 
feedback, based on the observation th a t because different applications use the network dif­
ferently, only the performance of a previous instance of the same application is predictive of 
the performance of the next. This is true both because the traffic load offered to the network 
is different and because SPAND attempts to capture the performance of the remote server 
host, whereas we are only interested in capturing the performance of the network. If we are 
successful in extracting a true measure of available bandwidth from the network, then the 
particular application that generated the original traffic is somewhat less important.
1.2.3 W ren Passive M onitoring System
In response to this research problem, we are developing the Watching Resources from the 
Edge of the Network (Wren) bandwidth monitoring tool as a system that will reduce the 
burden on the network by passively obtaining measurements from existing application traffic 
whenever possible, instead of actively probing the network. Because our approach uses 
existing application traffic to  measure available bandwidth, it does not place additional 
burden on the network path, and it will experience the same packet shaping issues affecting 
the monitored applications. By monitoring the traffic that an application generates or 
receives, we can calculate the available bandwidth on the path even when the application 
has not generated sufficient traffic to  saturate tha t path.
The challenge of Wren’s passive approach when compared to  existing active available 
bandwidth algorithms is that Wren has no control over the initial sending rate of TCP traffic 
and therefore cannot guarantee tha t the traffic being traced will be sufficient to allow the 
Wren algorithm to produce available bandwidth estimates. We hypothesize th a t TCP traffic 
can be used to find the lower bound of the available bandwidth because the TCP protocol 
varies the sending rates of packets according to the congestion window size. In essence, 
the TCP protocol is doing the same thing that active available bandwidth algorithms try  
to accomplish: sending a stream of packets tha t will induce congestion and identifying the
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rate at which congestion occurs.
Numerous systems have been developed to coordinate probes and to  store and dis­
seminate data  so th a t applications can adapt to available resources [37,46,67] and several 
groups have developed tools tha t can passively monitor application traffic [4,34,36,61]. 
Our goal is to  go beyond these projects to create new passive available bandwidth algo­
rithms that reduce the need for intrusive measurements without sacrificing the accuracy 
of the measurements. Wren applies self-induced congestion analysis to  passive traces of 
application-generated traffic to produce accurate available bandwidth measurements. Our 
available bandwidth measurements can be used by an application already generating traffic 
to determine if it can increase its sending rate, provided to a new application prior to it 
sending any data  across the network, or used by a network manager. This architecture 
allows an application to: modify its adaptation strategy at runtime based on knowledge of 
additional available bandwidth and report its measurements to  a monitoring system, such 
as NWS [67] or GridRM [2,3], for use by other or future applications.
Our Wren bandwidth monitoring tool is designed to incorporate the key portions of 
packet tracing into the kernel, with the analysis and management of the traces handled 
at user-level. The design goal is easy deployment and integration in a secure, production 
system so th a t an individual user can monitor only packets associated with their application.
1.3 Contributions
We have developed the Wren bandwidth monitoring system that passively monitors existing 
application traffic to  produce real-time available bandwidth measurements. We have cre­
ated the Wren packet trace facility, developed new passive available bandwidth algorithms, 
and demonstrated the practicality of Wren by integrating Wren measurements with other 
applications.
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The Wren packet trace facility enables the transparent collection of packet information 
with low overhead and precise timestamps. We quantify the overhead associated with Wren 
packet tracing and demonstrate tha t Wren tracing is more accurate than other packet filter 
approaches.
We examine the difference between probe traffic and TCP traffic, analyze the initial 
sending rates of TCP traffic, and show that the principles of active available bandwidth 
algorithms can be applied to passive traces of TCP traffic. We describe our two-sided 
algorithms tha t are based on the packet dispersion and self-induced congestion principles 
used in active available bandwidth tools. We evaluate the accuracy of these algorithms 
and demonstrate that the self-induced congestion analysis is better than packet dispersion 
analysis at detecting changes in available bandwidth.
We develop a passive, one-sided algorithm that relies on traces collected on the sender 
side only. We evaluate our one-sided algorithm using a variety of traffic on LAN and WAN 
paths and demonstrate that Wren’s algorithm can accurately detect changes in available 
bandwidth, even if the application traffic is not saturating the path. We compare Wren 
to an existing available bandwidth tool and demonstrate that Wren’s measurements are 
similar to  the active tool’s measurements.
We demonstrate the usefulness of Wren measurements by describing the integration of 
real-time Wren measurements in virtual machines and grid services proxies. Wren trans­
parently measures available bandwidth without requiring any modifications to  applications 
running inside the virtual machines or clients using the grid services proxy. We show how a 
grid services proxy uses real-time Wren measurements to  help make runtime server selection 
decisions.
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1.4 Roadm ap
In Chapter 2, we review terminology and available bandwidth algorithms. Chapter 3 de­
scribes the implementation of the Wren kernel-level packet trace facility. In Chapter 4, we 
analyze probe and TCP traffic and discuss why it can be used to passively measure avail­
able bandwidth, and we present our two-sided passive available bandwidth algorithms in 
Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we introduce and analyze Wren’s one-sided available bandwidth 
algorithm. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of online Wren and demonstrate the 
usefulness of real-time Wren measurements in applications. Finally, we conclude and discuss 
future work in Chapter 8.
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C hapter 2
Available Bandwidth M easurem ent 
Techniques
Available bandwidth is useful for applications that are considering increasing their uti­
lization, for new applications approximating what bandwidth might be available, and for 
network engineers monitoring the performance of their network. In this chapter, we discuss 
relevant terminology and describe several existing techniques for monitoring the bandwidth 
on network paths.
2.1 Term inology
Capacity is the maximum transmission rate tha t a path can provide, which is dictated by the 
physical properties of the network path. An application can only transm it at the capacity 
rate if there is no other traffic contending for the path.
The utilization of the network path refers to  how much of the capacity is being consumed 
by traffic.
Available bandwidth describes what portion of the path is currently unused by other 
competing traffic. More precisely, available bandwidth is determined by subtracting the
9
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utilization from the capacity of the network path [39,53]. In practice, available bandwidth 
may also be affected by traffic shapers that allow some traffic to consume more or less 
bandwidth than other traffic can consume.
The bottleneck link is the link on the network path with the smallest capacity. The tight 
link is the link on the network path with the least amount of available bandwidth and it 
may be different from the bottleneck link. It is the available bandwidth a t the tight link 
that determines the available bandwidth of a network path.
Another important measurement is achievable bandrvidth, which is the throughput an 
application can actually obtain over a path. Achievable bandwidth depends on several fac­
tors, such as the available bandwidth of the path, the other traffic utilizing the network, the 
TCP implementation, and the way the application sends data. As the majority of appli­
cations rely on TCP for communication, most measurements of achievable bandwidth are 
made by measuring the throughput of a bulk data transfer using TCP. These measurements 
are intrusive, having a significant impact on the performance of other applications, but they 
are the only direct way to  measure what a real application will receive if it attem pts the 
same type of data  transfer.
The difference between achievable bandwidth and available bandwidth is subtle. Achiev­
able bandwidth is an application metric that measures how much throughput an application 
can achieve, available bandwidth is a network path metric th a t measures how much addi­
tional traffic could be added without perturbing other network connections.
2.2 D irect Querying o f Network D evices
A direct approach to measuring the available bandwidth on a path is to  the query the 
interior routers and switches between sites for utilization information. The Simple Net­
work Management Protocol(SNMP) [6] is an application layer protocol tha t provides access 
to network device utilization information and enables network administrators to remotely
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monitor and manage network devices. SNMP provides read access to  an interface table, 
which provides the maximum data rate of the interface and octet counters of the number of 
bytes each interface has sent and received. If this information is gathered from the router, 
the available bandwidth on the path attached to the interfaces can be easily calculated.
Previous work has shown that direct querying SNMP techniques can accurately measure 
available bandwidth [38], but these techniques are not useful on WANs where users do not 
have access to interior network device information. For example, the Remos system [37] 
used SNMP direct querying extensively to measure LAN bandwidth, but relied on active 
probes to  measure WAN connections where access to routers via SNMP was not allowed by 
ISPs.
A commercial implementation tha t is similar to SNMP direct querying is CISCO’S Net- 
flow, which is embedded into the Cisco IOS Software [1]. Netflow is designed to be a 
comprehensive network monitoring tool tha t helps network administrators determine the 
utilization of network resources, detect network anomalies, monitor for denial-of-service 
attacks, and tabulate client usage for usage-base network billing.
Netflow groups packets with the same source/destination IP addresses, ports, protocol 
interface and class of service into “flows.” Information extracted from each packet that is 
forwarded through a router or switch is used to tally the bytes and packets for the flow 
associated with tha t packet. Network information from Netflow enabled devices can be 
obtained by accessing the device’s Command Line Interface(CLI) or by exporting Netflow 
to a “Netflow Collector.” Unlike SNMP direct querying, which pulls data from network 
devices, Netflow enabled devices periodically push flows to  Netflow Collectors. Several 
flows are bundled together and transported in UDP format to  the Netflow collector, which 
creates real-time or historical reports of network usage. Similar to  SNMP direct querying, 
Netflow monitoring may be of limited use in WANs where access to routers and switches is 
denied to  general users.
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2.3 Benchm ark or Bulk Transfer Techniques
The benchmark, or bulk transfer, technique is an alternative way to measure the network 
performance. These bulk transfer techniques observe the total number of bytes sent by 
an application and divide the total number of bytes sent by the time elapsed to  yield 
a measure of the achievable bandwidth. Because bulk transfer techniques saturate the 
network path, the amount of bandwidth measured may not reflect how much bandwidth 
another application would get if it was less aggressive. Thus, bulk transfer techniques 
measure achievable bandwidth, not available bandwidth.
A common tool used to  measure the network performance is Iperf [65]. Iperf measures 
the maximum achievable TCP bandwidth and provides a report of throughput obtained, 
delay jitter, and delay loss. Iperf allows users to configure the bulk data transfer in several 
ways, such as specifying transport protocol used (TCP/UD P), duration of run, or amount 
of data to  transfer.
The primary drawback to  bulk transfer techniques is that the monitoring tools inject 
traffic into the network tha t may adversely affect other application traffic. In addition, 
these tools measure the achievable bandwidth, which may be different from the available 
bandwidth on the path. Achievable bandwidth measures what throughput a particular 
application can expect to obtain and is determined by severed factors such as the current 
available bandwidth of the path, the transport protocol used by the application, the op­
erating system used by the application, and the end-host performance capability. Because 
achievable bandwidth measurements are tied to a specific application, these measurements 
may be of limited use to other applications interested in determining how much network 
bandwidth they can consume. On the other hand, available bandwidth is a measure of how 
much additional traffic the network path can sustain and it can be used by most applications 
sharing the same network path.
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2.4 Packet Pair and Packet Train Techniques
There are two ways generally agreed upon to measure available bandwidth using packet 
pairs or trains of packets. One technique uses the dispersion between packets as they arrive 
at the receiver to calculate the utilization of the path. The other technique uses self-induced 
congestion principles to converge upon the available bandwidth.
2.4.1 Dispersion o f Packets at Receiver
In the packet dispersion technique, packets are sent at a rate higher than the path can 
sustain so that the packets will be forced to  slow down, or queue, at the bottleneck link. 
If queuing occurs at the bottleneck link, the time it takes to forward a packet through the 
link will be indicated by the separation, or dispersion, between the packets as they leave the 
bottleneck link. If the packets are queued next to  each other at the bottleneck link, we infer 
the capacity of the link using the dispersion of the packets. If other traffic is queued between 
the packets, we infer the available bandwidth of the bottleneck link from the separation of 
the packets. The difference between measuring capacity and available bandwidth is that 
capacity measurements must be filtered [5,11,36] to  ensure th a t packets queue next to  each 
other at the bottleneck link.
If competing traffic is queued in between the probe traffic used by the packet dispersion 
technique, the spacing of the packets as they leave the bottleneck link can be used to 
determine the available bandwidth of the path. The amount of time to transmit the cross 
traffic th a t arrived between the first and last packet is equal to the spacing of the packets 
as they leave the link minus the initial spacing of the packets as they arrived at the link. 
Assuming the capacity of the tight link is C, the rate of the cross traffic, or utilization of 
the bottleneck link, is
f in a l  spacing—in itia l spacing  + q  
f in a l  spacing
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Available bandwidth is defined as the amount of unused bandwidth on the path and can be 
calculated as the capacity minus the competing traffic on the network path. Therefore, we 
can calculate available bandwidth with the following formula.
q  /  |    f in a l  spacing—in itia l spacing
I f in a l  spacing
This technique for measuring available bandwidth is limited to  single tight link scenarios 
and may not be able to  accurately measure bandwidth on paths where cross traffic affects 
multiple links [55,62]. Several tools tha t use this technique are described below.
2.4.1.1 IGI
The Initial Gap Increasing (IGI) [22] algorithm uses the dispersion of packets at the receiver 
to determine the available bandwidth. IGI sends out a train of packets with increasing 
interpacket spacings, or gaps. The initial gaps are compared with the output gaps, or the 
dispersion between the packets as they leave the bottleneck link, to find the turning point 
where the initial gaps are equal to the output gaps. At this point, the gaps are used to 
compute the bandwidth utilization of the competing traffic and the available bandwidth is 
calculated by subtracting the competing traffic rate from the bottleneck link capacity. IGI 
assumes tha t the capacity of the bottleneck link is known or th a t it will be obtained using 
a capacity measurement tool such as Nettimer [36], bprobe [5], or Pathrate [11].
2.4.1.2 Spruce
Spruce [62] is a tool that calculates the available bandwidth as the difference between the 
path capacity and the competing traffic measured by the dispersion of packets as they arrive 
at the receiver. Spruce sends a trains of UDP packet pairs and varies the intra-pair spacing 
to ensure th a t the second packet in the pair arrives at the tight link while the first packet 
is still there. The inter-pair spacing is set so that the probe train rate does not place a
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huge burden on the network. Spruce sets the inter-pair spacing so th a t the train  rate does 
not exceed 240Kb/s. Spruce assumes the capacity is known or tha t it can be calculated 
quickly. At the receiving host, Spruce timestamps each packet, measures the dispersion of 
the packet pairs, calculates the competing traffic rate from the dispersions, and computes 
the available bandwidth by subtracting the competing traffic rate from the capacity of the 
bottleneck link.
2.4.2 Self-Induced Congestion
The other technique uses self-induced congestion (SIC) to determine the available band­
width. The basic principle is tha t if packets are sent at a rate larger than the available 
bandwidth, the queuing delays will have an increasing trend and the rate the packets arrive 
at the receiver will be less than  the sending rate [26]. If the one-way delays are not increas­
ing or the rate the packets arrive is the same as the sending rate of the packets, then the 
available bandwidth is less than or equal to  the available bandwidth. Tools th a t utilize this 
concept probe the network path for the largest sending rate that does not result in queuing 
delays with an increasing trend because this sending rate reflects the available bandwidth 
of the path. The traffic injected by SIC tools can cause contention with other application 
traffic and decreases the performance of other applications on the network.
2.4.2.1 N etest
The Netest [30,31] tool measures available bandwidth by subtracting the measured cross 
traffic from the capacity of the network path. Netest sends out a train of packets at varying 
rates, but also imposes a condition that the size of the train is less than the maximum burst 
size—the maximum size of a train  without packet loss. Netest compares the initial sending 
rate of each packet train with the received rate of the train. When the ratio of the initial 
train rate and the received train rate is close to 1, the received train  rate is equal to  the
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available bandwidth. Theoretically, it has been shown that this rate can be identified in 5 
Round Trip Times (RTTs) [30].
2.4.2.2 Pathchirp
Pathchirp [55] is a tool tha t uses the principle of self-induced congestion to infer the available 
bandwidth. Pathchirp uses UDP chirp probe trains with exponential decrease of spacing 
between packets. The smaller the spacing between the packets, the faster the sending 
rate of the packets. The advantage of the exponential spacing is a wide range of probing 
rates with a small number of packets. Pathchirp uses sender timestamps carried in the 
chirp packets along with timestamps of the packets arriving at the receiver to  estimate the 
queuing delays (called the delay signature in Pathchirp) of the chirp train. The available 
bandwidth is computed based on the sending rate of the chirp packets and averaged over 
several chirp trains.
2.4.2.3 P athload
The self-induced congestion concept is part of the end-to-end methodology, self loading 
periodic streams (SLoPS), used by Pathload [26,27]. Pathload uses an iterative algorithm 
that requires cooperation of the sender and receiver hosts. For one iteration, Pathload sends 
out a train of UDP packets at a fixed transmission rate (constant bit rate) and measures 
the one-way delays of the packets as they arrive at the receiver. The one-way delays of the 
packet train  are analyzed to infer if the transmission rate was larger or smaller than  the 
available bandwidth. The transmission rate is then adjusted for the next iteration of the 
algorithm and the process continues until Pathload converges on an available bandwidth 
range.
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2.4.2.4 P T R
The Packet Transmission Rate (PTR) [22] uses the self-induced congestion concept. Starting 
with a rate equal to the bottleneck capacity, the PT R  algorithm sends packet trains of 
decreasing rates until the received gaps (or packet spacing) of the train  is equal to the 
initial gaps. Once this rate is found, the PTR  algorithm calculates the available bandwidth 
by computing the average transmission rate of the train measured at the receiving host.
2.4.2.5 T O P P
TO PP [48] calculates the available bandwidth using trains of packet pairs by applying self­
induced congestion principles. In the probing phase, TO PP sends trains of equally sized, 
well separated packet pairs to avoid placing a heavy burden on the network. The spacing 
between packets in the pair is set by TO PP to be some initial offered rate. All packets in one 
train have inter-pair spacings specified by the offered rate. The offered rate for each train 
of packet pairs is linearly increased until offered rate reaches some maximum rate, marking 
the end of the probing phase. In the analysis phase, TO PP estimates the bandwidth by 
identifying the packet pair with the largest offered rate that arrives a t the receiver with the 
same (or approximately the same) rate as the offered rate.
2.5 O ne-sided M easurem ent Techniques
Proposed improvements to  the TCP protocol have set a precedent for measuring available 
bandwidth on a single end host [21,23,51]. The emphasis has been on improving the perfor­
mance of the TCP protocol using information about the path bandwidth to  adjust variables 
in the slow start algorithm to  achieve a faster transition into the congestion avoidance phase 
of TCP.
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Hoe [21] and Partridge et al. [51] determine the difference between the separation of 
a group of packets as they leave the machine and the separation of the corresponding 
acknowledgement packets, or ACKs, of those packets when they arrive. This difference is 
used to infer how much bandwidth is available by by dividing the difference by the size of 
the segments tha t generated the ACKs. Their formula actually calculates a metric called 
the average dispersion rate. Dovrolis et al. have shown that this dispersion rate is a lower 
bound on capacity and an upper bound of the available bandwidth [11].
More recently, Paced Start (PaST) [23] proposed incorporating the self-induced conges­
tion principles used by the PTR  tool to reduce the amount of time taken before transitioning 
into the congestion avoidance phase of TCP. PaST changes the way packets are sent out 
by waiting until all ACKs from the previous train are sent out before sending out the new 
train. This allows them to control and keep constant the spacing between the packets as 
they depart the machine. PaST compares the difference between the average spacing of 
packets in the departing train and the average spacing of the packets in the returning ACK 
train. If the spacing of the returning packets is larger, the initial sending rate was larger 
than the available bandwidth on the path and the spacing between the packets was too 
small. PaST uses the principle of self-induced congestion to  adjust the gaps between the 
packets in the subsequent train.
The PaST technique only considers the relationship between the initial sending rate 
of the packets and the ACK arrival rate. It is possible that only some of the packets may 
encounter a delay, but they will still cause the ACK rate to be larger than the initial sending 
rate. One concern is tha t the comparisons made by the PaST approach may falsely indicate 
that the departure rate is larger than the available bandwidth [28].
A project tha t measures available bandwidth using existing TCP application traffic 
is Inline measurement TCP (ImTCP) [41—43]. ImTCP integrates an active self-induced 
congestion algorithm into the sender side of a TCP Reno stack. ImTCP waits until the 
congestion window has opened large enough to  send an appropriate length train  and then
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delays packet transmissions until enough packets are queued to  generate a precisely spaced 
train.
Queuing packets in ImTCP can have an impact the TCP transmission speed, either 
decreasing it or increasing it. TCP transmission speed decreases when ImTCP must wait 
long periods of time for enough packets to queue, and this delay, in the worst case, could 
trigger TCP timeout events to occur. These TCP timeout events cause TCP to resend data, 
delay the application from sending additional data, and decrease the overall application 
throughput.
ImTCP can also cause TCP transmission speed to increase because the queuing of 
packets will cause the congestion window size to grow more slowly, which means T C P ’s 
algorithm will reduce the window size later and less frequently than  would normally occur 
with TCP Reno. Im TCP’s more aggressive transmission speed may lessen the fairness of 
the TCP connection.
2.6 Em bedding A pplication Traffic into Probes
While very accurate, active measurement techniques place a burden on the network and 
may adversely affect other application performance by using probe packets, which are often 
comprised of useless data, to  determine the available bandwidth. Papageorgiou and Hicks 
proposed reducing the invasiveness of active techniques by embedding application traffic 
into the empty padding of probe traffic [50]. Because active tools only rely on the spacings 
between probe packets and not the contents of the probe packets, the null padding can be 
replaced with application traffic with no affect on the accuracy of the measurement tool. 
The result is th a t accurate available bandwidth measurements can be obtained with less 
impact on other application performance.
The concern with using this technique is tha t it increases the complexity of the transport 
layer. Similar to the ImTCP technique, the added complexity and the extra delay in
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constructing probe packets that are encapsulated with TCP application traffic can change 
the behavior of the TCP algorithm.
2.7 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we discussed merits and drawbacks of several techniques th a t can be used to 
measure the available bandwidth of network path. Direct querying of network devices, either 
by SNMP queries or using Netflow, provides accurate available bandwidth information. 
However, this technique is not very practical because ISPs do not allow access to their 
internal routers and switches. The bulk transfer technique is a straightforward approach 
that directly measures achievable bandwidth instead of available bandwidth. The packet 
pair and packet train  techniques are accurate approaches to measuring available bandwidth, 
but these techniques actively probe the network, which may adversely affect the performance 
of other application traffic. Furthermore, the packet dispersion technique may not be able to 
accurately measure available bandwidth on paths where cross traffic affects multiple links. 
The one-sided techniques can measure TCP traffic from one end host without injecting extra 
traffic, however all of these techniques modify T C P’s sending algorithm and may alter the 
performance of TCP applications. Finally, embedding application data  into probe traffic 
can help lessen the burden on the network, but adds complexity to the transport layer.
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C hapter 3
Wren Packet Trace Facility
The Wren Packet Trace Facility provides the infrastructure for our passive implementation 
of available bandwidth techniques. Application traffic can be captured at the user-level, but 
the traces may be less accurate because of delays incurred from passing the incoming packet 
up through the operating system. Kernel-level collection of packets achieves the necessary 
accuracy and avoids intrusiveness to  other applications. In this chapter, we review existing 
packet collection solutions, describe the implementation of the Wren Packet Trace facility, 
and evaluate the efficiency of the Wren tracing.
3.1 E xisting K ernel-level Tracing Tools
3.1.1 M A G N eT
MAGNeT [18,68] is designed to monitor traffic as it passes through each layer in the net­
work protocol stack. It is used to differentiate between application traffic and the traffic 
that actually enters the network, making it possible to characterize the application’s real 
traffic patterns. MAGNeT is implemented as a data recording component of the kernel that 
exports information to the user-level in real time using a circular buffer stored in shared 
memory. Specifically, MAGNeT makes use of Linux device files to  create a shared memory
21
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region where the buffer can be written by the kernel and read by a user-level application. 
MAGNeT imposes a kernel-user synchronization so tha t the kernel will not overwrite data 
that has not been read and the number of lost events is minimal. MAGNeT focuses on char­
acterizing application traffic and does not measure the available bandwidth of the network 
path.
3.1.2 LTT
Another kernel-level tracing system is the Linux Trace Toolkit (LTT) [69]. Similar to 
MAGNeT, LTT provides access to events logged in the kernel through shared memory in 
the /dev  directory. LTT is often used to  help debug synchronization problems in applications 
and to measure aspects of overall system performance. LTT is not designed for measuring 
path properties such as available bandwidth because it collects information on general kernel 
events instead of detailed information about internal TCP connection variables and packet 
headers.
3.1.3 Perfm on
Perfmon is a kernel-level tool tha t can be used by various user-level tools tha t need access 
to the LA-64 Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) [14]. An application uses a system 
call to create monitoring sessions, read and write PMU registers, start monitoring, stop 
monitoring, and specify the size of the sampling buffer. Perfmon is not designed to  export 
the information in the PMU registers via a kernel device driver. Instead, Perfmon remaps 
the buffer to  a user-level address space when the buffer is full. The user-level has the 
flexibility of specifying what information is collected by Perfmon, but Perfmon is only 
incorporated into the Linux/ia64 kernel.
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3.1.4 Packet Filter approaches: tcpdum p
Packet trace tools, like tcpdump, monitor network traffic to verify the operation of net­
work protocols and to  characterize application traffic patterns. Tcpdump uses the libpcap 
packet capture interface to  initiate tracing and process the packet trace into a standard 
representation. In Linux systems, libpcap interacts with the Linux Socket Filter (LSF), a 
variation of BSD Packet Filter (BPF) [47], which is composed of a network tap  tha t sits at 
the link device layer and collects packets specified by user-defined filter rules. The use of 
the LSF filtering mechanism improves performance because unwanted packets are filtered in 
the kernel instead of being copied into the user-level for processing by libpcap. A drawback 
of using LSF to trace packets is the need for applications to be reading the socket to collect 
the packets as they arrive. More importantly, it may be difficult for system that uses LSF 
to coordinate traces of the same range of packets on two machines.
3.1.5 WeblOO
WeblOO [44,45] is designed to monitor, diagnose, and tune TCP connections. WeblOO 
comprises a kernel-level component, which is responsible for exposing the characteristics of 
the TCP connection, and a user-level component, which retrieves and graphically displays 
the connection information. The WeblOO tool instruments the network stack of the 2.4 
series of Linux kernels to capture an instantaneous view of the TCP connection internals 
and exports tha t information to the user-level through an interface in the /proc file system. 
The WeblOO tool has an auto-tuning functionality and also provides a mechanism for hand- 
tuning kernel variables. The appeal of the WeblOO tool is the ability to track the current 
state of variables in TCP connections and to  tune buffers accordingly in real-time at the 
user-level.
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3.2 W ren K ernel Im plem entation
The Wren packet trace facility extends the functionality of the WeblOO kernel to incorpo­
rate kernel-level packet traces that contain information pertinent to monitoring available 
bandwidth. The WeblOO kernel already exposes some variables and header information 
useful for diagnosing and tuning, but more information is needed to  apply techniques for 
monitoring available bandwidth. We chose to implement the kernel-level portion of our tool 
as an additional feature to  WeblOO because monitoring available bandwidth is needed in 
the same situations as buffer tuning to improve the performance of the application. Be­
cause WeblOO is a secure, well-accepted system, our Wren packet trace facility should be 
acceptable to  system administrators.
Tools that collect data  in the kernel have several choices about where the data are stored 
and how the data  are exposed to user-level applications. Data collected in a kernel-level 
trace can be stored in data structures added to  the kernel or in a shared memory location. 
In terms of storage, we believe allocating extra space in the kernel for data  structures is 
better than imposing a synchronization scheme between the kernel-level and user-level to 
protect the buffer in shared memory from being overwritten or read too soon.
Of equal importance to  the design of our tool is how the traces captured by the kernel are 
exposed to the user-level. A user-level application can retrieve this kernel-level information 
by using a device driver to access the shared memory where a buffer keeps the trace data, 
an interface in the /proc file system that provides direct access to  kernel variables, or the 
kernel function tha t directly maps information to a user-level address location. The /proc 
file system is not well suited for our system because a user-level application cannot read 
from the /proc interface fast enough to reliably get back-to-back packets. It simply takes 
too long to  read and return from the /proc interface, so that more than one packet arrives 
or departs between /proc reads, resulting in the loss of some packet information needed by 
the available bandwidth techniques. We have designed our packet trace facility to use a 
system call to  inform the kernel of a user-level location to  copy data. The Wren architecture
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Table 3.1: Information collected during Wren packet trace of TCP traffic.
Incoming packets Outgoing packets
timestamp seq # ACK #  TCP cwnd timestamp seq #  ACK #  data  size
is designed so that user-level components do not need to be reading from the packet trace 
facility all of the time.
In our packet trace facility implementation, we added a buffer to the WeblOO kernel to 
collect characteristics from incoming and outgoing packets. Table 3.1 shows the information 
collected during a trace of TCP traffic. In this table, seq#  refers to the packets sequence 
number, A C K #  is the acknowledgment number, and cwnd is the congestion window size 
used by TCP when the packet is sent. In the UDP and TCP code we timestamp the packets 
using the CPU clock cycle counter and record the timestamps and TCP congestion window 
size in our buffer.
Figure 3.1 shows a picture of how the kernel-level and user-level code interact. The 
kernel-level packet trace facility is responsible for gathering information, such as times­
tamps, associated with incoming and outgoing packets. Traces are initiated by the user- 
level through the init() system call and the traces are retrieved by the user-level using the 
collect() system call. In the collectQ call, the user must provide the kernel with a pointer to 
address space in the userland where the trace should be copied. Our approach differs from 
the MAGNeT approach because these buffers are copied to  memory in the user-level di­
rectly by the kernel via the copy_to_user kernel function instead of using the shared memory 
device files.
3.2.1 W ren Features
The Wren architecture is designed so that user-level components do not need to be reading 
from the packet trace facility all of the time. At higher bandwidths, packets can be lost 
from the trace because so many packets arrive and depart in a short time period. The 
time to  process the traces at user-level may not be available. In order to record all of the
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Figure 3.1: Wren Bandwidth Monitoring Tool architecture
packets, large buffers must be constantly read and the amount of traffic generated by high­
speed networks makes this a daunting task. However, we can periodically capture smaller 
portions of the traffic and use those to measure available bandwidth. Our design allows 
Wren to  capture full traces of small bursts of traffic or periodically capture smaller portions 
of continuous traffic.
The key benefit of the Wren packet trace facility is its use of kernel-level timestamps. 
Wren timestamps outgoing packets in the kernel immediately before they are handed to 
the layer-2 device driver and similarly timestamps incoming packets as soon as they are 
passed to  the TCP code. The precision of the timestamps is crucial because our passive 
available bandwidth algorithm relies on observing the behavior of small groups of packets on 
the network. This additional accuracy, combined with the efficiency of collecting only the 
information needed while reading from the buffer at regular intervals, provides the traces
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required for accurate monitoring without disturbing the running application.
Another key design feature of the Wren packet trace facility is the ability to trigger 
measurements exactly when we want them to occur and ensure tha t the buffers at each end 
of the connection store information about the same packets regardless of the bandwidth- 
delay product of the particular connection. In our implementation, one machine triggers 
the other machine by setting a flag in the headers of outgoing packets to start tracing the 
same range of packets. The other machine traces all packets with the header flag set, which 
prevents lost packets from adversely affecting the coordinated tracing. We use this approach 
instead of tracing for a fixed period of time because long round trip  times between hosts at 
each end of the connection could prevent the traces from gathering information about the 
same packets.
3.2.2 Security
We recognize that the interface to  packet traces that the Wren bandwidth monitoring 
tool provides may be considered a security issue. In the current implementation of our 
Wren bandwidth monitoring tool, there is no restriction on which users can capture traces. 
The danger here is th a t any user has access to and can trace any other user’s application 
traffic. However, the amount of information the user can obtain is limited to  sequence and 
acknowledgment numbers and does not include the data  segment of the packets. This is 
not much more information than a user could obtain from the netstat program. Were we 
to restrict access, deploying a grid-wide monitoring system would require either root access 
or restrict the monitoring to a single user’s applications. But in a production release, we 
could add the ability to check permissions for access.
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Figure 3.2: Throughput achieved by iperf with no packet trace collection, using Wren, using 
tcpdump, and using libpcap
3.3 Overhead
The principle alternative to a system like Wren is using the Berkeley packet filter [47] to 
capture TCP traffic. The most straightforward approach is to  use tcpdump to  capture 
packet header traces and collect the data from the timestamps and packet headers. We 
have implemented this approach, as well as a direct libpcap implementation tha t extracts 
only the needed fields for later analysis.
We present the results of experimenting with packet tracing techniques between two 
2.8GHz Hyperthreaded P4s running Linux 2.4.29 with 1GB of RAM and an Intel CSA (non- 
PCI) gigabit Ethernet NIC. The nodes were connected using a Cisco 3750 gigabit switch. 
Here we analyze only the cost of capturing packets and saving them to  the harddrive for 
offline analysis.
3.3.1 W ren TVacing Efficiency
At 100Mbps speeds, all three approaches can collect 100% of traffic a t full speed with 
minimal affect on application performance. Therefore, we focus our efficiency analysis on 
Gbps traffic. Figure 3.2 presents the throughput achieved by iperf while using each of 
the three capture techniques, as well as without any packet capture. The Wren approach
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Figure 3.3: Execution time of a 1000 x 1000 matrix multiply while sending data using iperf with 
no packet trace collection, using Wren, using tcpdump, and using libpcap
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Figure 3.4: Throughput of iperf while running a 1000 x 1000 matrix multiply with no packet trace 
collection, using Wren, using tcpdump, and using libpcap
achieves the same throughput as the untraced connection; however the two packet-filter 
approaches both reduce throughput.
Most applications other than  bulk data transfer perform both computation and commu­
nication. To simulate this behavior, we repeated the same experiment while also running 
a simple 1000 x 1000 dense matrix multiply. Figure 3.3 presents the execution time of the 
matrix multiply and Figure 3.4 presents the throughput achieved by iperf during the matrix 
multiplication. Again, the Wren packet trace facility clearly is the lowest overhead of the 
trace collection tools.
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3.3.2 Packet Tracing Accuracy
Beyond efficiency, a packet trace must also be correct. The two aspects of correctness in 
a packet trace are completeness and accuracy. For completeness, during the throughput 
experiments both the Wren and libpcap implementations missed approximately 0.3% of the 
packets, while the tcpdum p implementation missed about 1.6%. None of these loss rates 
are large enough to  affect our SIC analysis.
The Wren packet trace facility allows an interesting tradeoff between completeness and 
ignoring data  for improving efficiency. The Wren approach relies on storing data in a circular 
buffer in the kernel, which is only copied to user-space at the request of an application. 
This is fundamentally different than the queue approach of the packet-filter. In particular, 
it allows the collection application to avoid imposing any measurable load except when 
it runs. Furthermore, on a high-bandwidth path such as a Gbps network, collecting and 
analyzing all possible packet trains may produce more data than  is necessary. In that case, 
the collecting application may simply opt to  collect every few seconds, thus avoiding the 
overhead of processing data  continuously. However, for the efficiency results presented here, 
Wren has been configured to  collect data every 0.5s, which is sufficient to  collect all of the 
packets using our 60,000 packet data buffer.
The most interesting result from comparing the Wren and the packet-filter approaches 
is the accuracy of the timestamps they produce. Wren uses the CPU’s cycle counter to 
timestamp the packet immediately before it is queued on the Network Interface Card (NIC) 
or, for incoming packets, as soon as it is received by the TCP stack. The packet-filter 
architecture, however, was not designed with precise timestamping in mind. Although the 
architecture carefully avoids unnecessary copying in the kernel, the packet is queued for the 
packet-filter without any modifications or annotations. The timestamp is added after the 
packet is read in by the libpcap code1 (which we have both used directly and used indirectly 
through tcpdum p’s implementation). The result is tha t the timestamps more closely reflect
1libpcap-0.8.3/pcap-linux.c:626
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Figure 3.5: ACK interarrival times for a uncongested gigabit Ethernet path. On the left are the 
interarrival times recorded by Wren at kernel-level. On the right are the interarrival times recorded 
by tcpdump at user-level.
the processing and queuing delays of application-level code than  the actual packet arrival 
times. Casual observation of the ACK interarrival times indicates tha t tcpdum p typically 
reports two or three ACKs arriving simultaneously, followed by a large separation before 
the next group of ACKs. Wren observes the ACKs arriving at much more regular intervals. 
Figure 3.5 presents histograms of the interarrival times for the two techniques. There is 
clearly a significant loss of information by delaying the timestamping of the packets until 
they reach user-level.
Finally, along with any discussion of interarrival times of packets on gigabit networks, 
the issue of interrupt coalescing must be addressed. Interrupt coalescing is of particular 
interest to this topic because if packets are queued up on the NIC and delivered to  the 
OS with a single interrupt, they receive the same timestamp, and thus information is lost. 
However, our one-sided packet traces do not suffer from interrupt coalescing. In fact, the 
ACK interarrival times collected by Wren indicate that packets are rarely received with the 
same timestamp. Instead, the effects of interrupt coalescing are seen at the data  receiver 
side, which we do not monitor. The Linux 2.4 TCP stack actually generates at most one 
ACK per interrupt, thus resulting in ACKs that typically acknowledge 4 packets rather 
than 2. As we process packet train spacing by considering only the packets for which 
we have received ACKs, and thus have precise RTT measurements, our software works 
with these sparser ACKs. Interestingly, this is simply an OS-enforced version of the same
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approach used by Prasad et al. [54] to adapt to interrupt coalescing when it is observed by 
an application in active one-way probing.
We believe tha t our observations about the differences between timestamps taken at the 
kernel level and those taken at application layer may have implications for active probing 
techniques implemented at user-level using UDP packets as well as our passive TCP-based 
approach.
3.4 Sum mary
In this chapter, we presented related work on several existing kernel-level tracing tools and 
described the implementation of the Wren packet trace facility. We have demonstrated 
that Wren tracing is efficient enough to monitor traffic on gigabit networks, Wren has 
minimal impact on the performance of other applications, and the Wren packet trace facility 
provides significant advantages in efficiency and unobtrusiveness compared to packet-filter 
approaches.
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C hapter 4
Probe Traffic and TCP Traffic 
Analysis
The major obstacle in applying available bandwidth analysis used by active algorithms 
to passive TCP traces is that we have no control over the traffic pattern. Because we 
lack control over the traffic patterns produced by TCP applications, the key question is 
whether or not the collected TCP traffic can be used to apply the active available bandwidth 
principles. In this chapter, we address this question by comparing the probe traffic injected 
by active available bandwidth algorithms with TCP traffic and analyzing the initial sending 
rates of TCP traffic.
4.1 Probe Traffic A nalysis
In this section, we examine the Pathchirp, Pathload, and P T R  tools in detail and discuss 
the differences between passively traced TCP application traffic and probe traffic generated 
by these active SIC algorithms.
33
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4.1.1 Transport Protocol
Active SIC algorithms generally rely on UDP traffic to probe the path for available band­
width, although in practice most applications use TCP traffic. Although using UDP traffic 
allows a user-level application to inject packets at a controlled rate, its use in measuring 
the bandwidth available to a TCP-based application relies on each component along the 
path treating TCP and UDP packets in the same way. In practice, UDP and TCP traffic is 
frequently shaped differently—in fact, shaping UDP traffic is the first shaping example in 
Cisco’s IOS QoS configuration guide [9]. As a result, measurements made with UDP traffic 
may not reflect the actual bandwidth available to TCP applications.
4.1.2 Intrusiveness
The probe traffic is designed to be non intrusive, but the TCP traffic we trace will interact 
with and may affect other traffic on the network path. This interaction occurs because 
the TCP protocol adjusts its behavior by monitoring congestion on the network path. The 
detection of congestion in the network will cause TCP to reduce its sending rate if the 
congestion control, rather than  flow control or the application itself, is the major factor 
determining the TCP throughput.
The measurements obtained from the active SIC algorithms are useful in situations 
where users want to  know about the properties of the path. However, passive traces of TCP 
traffic may be more useful from the perspective of an application. Measurements obtained 
by observing TCP traffic provide the current application and other applications with more 
insight into how much bandwidth will be available for applications tha t communicate using 
TCP.
Traffic shaping and the intrusiveness of the measurement are also inherently related. 
Because traffic shaping is generally implemented using token buckets, the traffic being 
monitored must exceed the burst size before being shaped. Therefore, monitoring the more
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Avg Abw ) 
(Mbps)
Pathload 1472 10.09 MB 6.722 s 12.001 43.85-44.99
Pathchirp 1000 1.11 MB 29.76 s 0.298 54.92
PTR 500 146 KB 0.0296 s 38.67 52.84
intrusive TCP application may provide a better measurement of available bandwidth than 
using shorter bursts of UDP traffic.
Active SIC algorithms try  to limit the burden placed on the network by either sending 
a small amount of probe traffic in a short time or sending more traffic over longer periods 
of time. Both approaches generate probe traffic with low throughput and do not consume 
much of the path bandwidth. Table 4.1 shows how much traffic the Pathload, Pathchirp, 
and the P T R  tools inject while measuring a path on a 100 Mb LAN with 50 Mbps of 
cross traffic present. Pathchirp uses exponentially spaced chirps to significantly reduce the 
amount of probe traffic and thus reduces the burden placed on the network path. Pathload’s 
approach to  limiting intrusiveness is to send more probe traffic over a longer period of time. 
All three tools generate probe traffic that consumes a minor portion of the total available 
bandwidth.
4.1.3 Traffic Control
Active self-induced congestion algorithms rely on adjusting the sending rate of the probe 
traffic to  infer the available bandwidth, but we have no control over the traffic pattern in 
the passive TCP traces. To show how algorithms adjust the sending rate to determine 
the available bandwidth, we examine in more detail the traffic generated by the Pathchirp, 
Pathload, and P T R  tools.
These SIC tools adjust their probe traffic sending rates by changing the delay between 
sending packets. We refer to  the space between two packets as a gap. The larger the gap, 
the slower the sending rate of the packets. In our graphs, gaps are plotted in microseconds.
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Figure 4.1: The Pathload tool relies on adjusting the gaps between packets to infer the available 
bandwidth.
Figure 4.1 shows how the Pathload tool adjusts the gaps to converge upon the available 
bandwidth. For each iteration of the Pathload algorithm, the one-way delays of a group 
of UDP packets are measured. For each group of packets sent by the Pathload algorithm, 
the packets are equally spaced and have the same size gap between them. If there is an 
increasing trend in the one-way delays, the algorithm will decrease the sending rate of the 
next group of packets by increasing the size of the gaps between the packets. This increase 
in gap size occurs in Figure 4.1 around packet 1700. If there is a non increasing trend, the 
Pathload algorithm can increase the sending rate of the next group of packets by decreasing 
the gap between packets. By increasing and decreasing the sending rates of groups of 
packets, the Pathload algorithm can converge to  an available bandwidth range for the path.
Figure 4.2 shows the adjustments of the gaps used by the PT R  algorithm. PTR  starts by 
sending a group of packets at a rate equal to the capacity of the path. This group of packets 
starts around packet 35 and contains equally spaced packets with gaps of approximately 40 
microseconds. The PTR  algorithm then decreases the sending rate of subsequent groups of 
packets by increasing the gaps between the packets. The PT R  algorithm detects congestion 
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Figure 4.2: The PTR algorithm decreases the gaps between packets to determine which sending 
rate is equal to the available bandwidth.
by the receiver. If the final gaps are less than the initial gaps, the sending rate is larger than 
the available bandwidth. PTR  searches for the highest sending rate for which the initial 
packet gaps are still equal to  the final gaps.
Figure 4.3 shows how the Pathchirp tool adjusts the gaps in each group of packets. 
Unlike the Pathload and PTR  algorithms, Pathchirp uses exponentially spaced gaps between 
packets in each group. As the gaps get smaller, the sending rate increases. The Pathchirp 
algorithm determines the available bandwidth by identifying when queuing delays start to 
occur. The ability to exponentially space the probe traffic allows the Pathchirp algorithm 
to quickly measure the available bandwidth without significantly burdening the network 
path.
The important observation is all of these algorithms depend on actively adjusting the 
sending rate of packets to  determine the available bandwidth.
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Figure 4.3: Pathchirp uses exponential gap between packets to quickly measure the available 
bandwidth.
4.2 T C P  Traffic A nalysis
Active packet dispersion (PD) algorithms use the initial and final dispersion of the packets to 
calculate the amount of competing traffic on the path. These algorithms require the initial 
dispersion to  be less than the final dispersion. If this condition is satisfied, the sending rate 
of the packets will be greater than the available bandwidth and the final dispersion will 
reflect the amount of competing traffic on the path. To apply packet dispersion analysis, 
the initial dispersion of packets must be less than the final dispersion of the packets.
Active SIC algorithms infer available bandwidth by adjusting the sending rates of packets 
above and below the available bandwidth. The challenge Wren addresses when compared 
to other SIC tools is tha t Wren must select the data naturally available in the TCP flow. 
As a result, the applicability of SIC analysis to  application-generated TCP traffic hinges on 
w hether the  T C P traffic contains enough variability so tha t groups of packets are sent at 
rates both larger and smaller than  the available bandwidth.
Previous work [29,58] has shown that over time the the burstiness of the TCP process
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produces many trains at a variety of rates. In this section, we analyze the behavior of 
TCP traffic and discuss how routine TCP traffic probes available bandwidth even when not 
consuming it.
4.2.1 T C P Behavior
A TCP application’s throughput is determined by the available bandwidth of the path 
and by the TCP protocol itself. The TCP protocol adjusts its transmission rate based on 
the receiver’s advertised window (flow control) or based on the sender’s congestion window 
size (congestion control). Other factors may include the application’s sending behavior 
and socket buffer sizing; however those factors do not affect the behavior of TCP that we 
describe here, and we will ignore them for the purposes of this discussion.
When congestion control determines the TCP transmission rate, TCP monitors conges­
tion and adjusts its congestion window (cwnd) accordingly. The congestion window size 
grows as packets are acknowledged: exponentially if in slow-start and linearly if in the con­
gestion avoidance phase (AIMD). By increasing the congestion window size, TCP is probing 
the network path for unused available bandwidth. When packet loss occurs, TCP knows 
there is congestion and backs off.
During AIMD, TCP uses the congestion window (cwnd) to  determine the number of 
packets tha t can be in the network at any point in time. Conceptually, sending cwnd packets 
of data  per round-trip time (RTT) results in a sending rate of M S S  x cw nd/R TT . The 
TCP sender keeps cwnd packets in transit by sending an additional packet every time one is 
acknowledged, which is referred to as self-clocking, because the transmission of new data is 
regulated by the performance of the flow itself. Therefore, the conventional model of TCP 
behavior consists of packets sent out at regular intervals resulting in a steady transmission 
rate according to  cvmd and RTT. This behavior is referred to  as the fluid model.
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Figure 4.4: Initial (left) and final (right) dispersion of packet pairs from a TCP bulk data transfer 
on a 100 Mb WAN.
4.3 T C P  D ispersion A nalysis
Because an increase in separation between the packets is the necessary condition for applying 
the packet dispersion available bandwidth technique, we graph the initial separation and 
the final dispersion of packets for several TCP connections.
Figure 4.4 is an example of the behavior present in all the traces we analyzed. In this 
figure, we show the initial separation of the packets as they are sent and final dispersion 
that the packets have when they arrive at the receiver on a 100 Mb and WAN. This path is 
interesting because the maximum throughput tha t can be obtained is not capacity bound, 
but rather limited by other congestion on the path. For these graphs, we used iperf to 
generate full stream TCP packets.
Figure 4.5 shows the initial and final packet spacings of TCP packets generated by a 
adaptive mesh generation application on a 100 Mb cluster. The importance of this appli­
cations tha t its traffic is less regular and bursty.
Figure 4.6 compares the  initial and final packet separations of traffic generated by a  bulk 
data transfer application on a 100 Mb LAN with 20 Mbps of cross traffic. The monitored 
traffic for this graph differs from Figure 4.4 because iperf was modified so th a t its throughput 
does not exceed 75 Mbps.
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Figure 4.5: Initial (left) and final (right) dispersion of packet pairs from a bursty TCP application 



























Figure 4.6: Initial (left) and final (right) dispersion of pairs of TCP packets generated by iperf 
capped to not exceed 75 Mbps running on a 100 Mb LAN. 20 Mbps of TCP cross traffic is present.
In all of the figures, initial spacings between the packets satisfy the condition that the 
final dispersion of the packets at the receiver is larger than the initial separation. This 
increase in spacing is present in TCP bulk data transfer traffic, bursty TCP traffic, and 
traffic collected on congested paths and indicates tha t we should be able to apply the 
packet dispersion technique to  passive traces of TCP traffic.
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Figure 4.7: The average throughput according to congestion window size variable of a low band­
width WAN connection.
4.4 T C P  Sending R ate A nalysis
In this section, we look at a WAN TCP connection consisting of iperf traffic being run 
between the College of William and Mary and Northwestern University as well as a rate 
limited WAN connection between the College of William and Mary and a consumer ISP. 
We find tha t both TCP flows exhibit bursty behavior inconsistent with the fluid model. 
In particular, we find that when we look at the sending rate over small time intervals, we 
find a wide range of sending rates, both above and below the expected rate. This range 
of actual sending rates is the key TCP behavior tha t allows us to  apply SIC techniques to 
TCP flows’ traffic.
Figure 4.7 shows the conventional view of the congestion window-based sending rate 
TCP throughput for a connection between William and Mary and a local broadband ISP. 
This graph shows an AIMD phase as it increases its sending ra te  and then  decreases it in 
response to a loss.
In Figure 4.8, the left graph shows the expected throughput of packets being sent in
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F igure 4.8: The typical throughput behavior of a TCP connection, as calculated by
M SS  x cwnd/RTT. In the left graph, the throughput exhibits a stair step effect because RTT is 
the average RTT of the connection. In the right graph, the RTT is observed for each packet and 
this variance in RTT eliminates the stair step effect.
TCP for the William and Mary to  Northwestern University connection. This throughput is 
calculated by dividing the amount of data that can be sent, as determined by the congestion 
window size, by the average RTT of the connection. (M S S  x  cw nd/R TT). In this graph 
you can see a stair step effect in the throughput measurements tha t corresponds to  the 
linear growth of the congestion window size. The right graph in Figure 4.8 shows the 
throughput tha t results based on variance in RTT; here we are calculating throughput as 
M S S  x cw n d /R T T ', where R T T ' is the RTT observed for each packet. In this graph, we 
see tha t the variance in RTT eliminates the stair step effect tha t would occur if the RTT 
was constant. The important point of these graphs is that the TCP throughput does not 
vary widely but is constrained to  a small range of bandwidth values.
However, not only does the RTT vary, but the sending rate of packets varies as well. 
There are several mechanisms responsible for these changes; sender scheduling, receiver 
scheduling, congestion on the send and receive paths, RTT variation, and other factors 
ultimately influence the sending rate. However, the end result is that the spacing between 
pairs of packets, and the rate of larger groups, or trains, of packets can vary tremendously. 
We will describe our algorithm for identifying these packet trains in the next chapter, but
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Figure 4.9: The ISR of packet trains inside of TCP on W&M to NWU WAN connection (left) and 
W&M to local broadband ISP WAN connection(right)
here we present results illustrating the range of sending rates th a t are observed within two 
TCP flows.
The rate at which a group of packets leaves the sender is referred to as the initial sending 
rate (ISR). This rate is determined by dividing the total size of the packets in the train by 
the elapsed time from the first to  the last packet. Unlike the earlier figures, this is a purely 
sender-based calculation, independent of the RTT.
In the left graph in Figure 4.9, we show the ISRs of trains consisting of 10 and 30 se­
quential packets for the William and Mary to Northwestern connection. The right graph in 
Figure 4.9 shows the ISRs of 5 packet trains from William and Mary to  a local broadband 
ISP. As expected, we find tha t over short intervals the sending rate of TCP flows varies 
widely. We have found similar results of burstiness with other TCP connections we exam­
ined. These graphs demonstrate tha t within a TCP connection, groups of packets are sent 
at rates both above and below the average TCP throughput, which is essential to applying 
self-induced congestion principles to TCP traffic. A careful study of Figure 4.9 might give 
the impression tha t the average of the train rate exceeds the long-term throughput of TCP. 
This appearance occurs because we do not look at every possible sequence of packets as a
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train, but instead require that the inter-packet spacing within the train achieve a minimum 
level of consistency. This requirement is further discussed in the next Chapter where we 
describe our passive SIC algorithm.
4.5 Sum mary
In this chapter, we examined the differences between several active algorithms and passively 
traced TCP application traffic. We found the primary differences between probe traffic and 
the TCP traffic traces are:
•  Active algorithms use UDP traffic, but we are tracing TCP traffic,
•  The probe traffic is designed to  be non intrusive, but the TCP traffic we monitor will 
affect other traffic on the network path, and
•  The probe traffic can be controlled by the active SIC algorithms to help converge upon 
the available bandwidth, but we cannot control the application traffic we monitor.
We examined the dispersion of packet pairs and the initial sending rates of trains of 
packets in several types of TCP traffic. We demonstrated tha t TCP traffic does not follow 
a fluid model over short time frames and that short bursts of packets are sent at rates well 
above the average sending rate. Our analysis of TCP packet dispersion and initial sending 
rates indicated th a t there is sufficient variability of TCP sending rates to  apply packet 
dispersion and self-induced congestion analysis to traces of TCP application traffic.
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Two-sided Wren Trace Analysis
In this chapter, we apply packet dispersion and self-induced congestion techniques to pas­
sive, two-sided traces of TCP application traffic. Ultimately, we want to develop passive 
available bandwidth algorithms that use one-sided traces of application traffic because in­
strumentation on both end hosts may not always be possible and two-sided traces must be 
merged before available bandwidth measurements can be calculated. However, developing 
the passive, two-sided algorithms is more straight-forward and provides insight into which 
active available bandwidth techniques can be applied to one-sided traces.
In our two-sided approach, we apply principles of the packet dispersion and self-induced 
congestion techniques to traces of application traffic collected on both ends of the connec­
tion. W ren’s approach is similar to active available bandwidth tools tha t compare packet 
dispersion or packet train  sending rates collected on the sender side with dispersions and 
rates of the packets arrive on the receiver side of the connection. After describing the imple­
mentation of Wren’s packet dispersion and self-induced congestion algorithms, we evaluate 
and compare the accuracy of these algorithms in uncongested LANs and controlled conges­
tion LAN testbeds. We demonstrate how the self-induced congestion analysis can produce 
more accurate available bandwidth algorithms than  the packet dispersion analysis. For the 
remainder of the chapter, we analyze the accuracy of the self-induced congestion algorithm
46
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using several types of application traffic and characterize the type of traffic required by 
Wren to  produce accurate available bandwidth measurements.
5.1 Passive Two-sided Packet D ispersion Im plem entation
In the implementation of our passive packet dispersion (PD) algorithm, we group packets 
that have the same size when sent so tha t all packets in the group experience the same 
store-and-forward delays at the links along the path. We then apply our packet dispersion 
algorithm, report a bandwidth measurement if possible, and process the next group of 
packets.
To apply our passive packet dispersion algorithm, we identify the pairs of packets that 
satisfy the condition tha t the received packet spacing is larger than the initial packet spac­
ing. For all pairs in the group tha t satisfy this condition, we sum the difference of the 
received dispersion and the initial dispersion. We also compute the sum of all the received 
dispersions. While this part of our implementation is similar to the approach taken in the 
IGI tool [22], we deviate from the IGI implementation because we assume the capacity of 
the path is known. The assumption tha t the capacity is known is reasonable because the 
capacity of the path remains stable and there are several tools tha t can easily measure the 
capacity [5,10,12,13,25,35,36,40,52]. Our assumption is similar to  the Spruce available 
bandwidth tool, which also assumes the capacity is known and requires the user to specify 
the capacity on the command line [62]. Once the amount of cross traffic is determined, the 
available bandwidth for the group of packets is calculated by subtracting the cross traffic 
from the capacity of the network path.
5.2 Passive Two-sided SIC Im plem entation
Our passive two-sided self-induced congestion (SIC) implementation uses traces of traffic 
collected at the kernel-level on the sending and receiving hosts. The traces include the
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Figure 5.1: The one-way delays of the congestion window size amount of packets in this graph have 
an increasing trend.
timestamps of when the packets are sent and received, the size of the packets, and the 
congestion window size. The timestamps collected on the sending and receiving hosts are 
used to calculate the one-way delays and the initial sending rate of the stream of packets.
We group packets into a stream and identify the trend in one-way delays of tha t stream. 
We impose the condition tha t grouped packets are the same size so tha t all packets we 
consider have experienced the same store-and-forward delays at the links along the path. 
Because congestion window size often determines the sending rate of the TCP application, 
we also ensure that all packets grouped together have the same congestion window size. 
For each stream of packets, we calculate the one-way delays of each packet, calculate the 
initial sending rate, the final sending rate, and determine if there is an increasing trend in 
the one-way delays.
Figure 5.1 shows a stream of packets tha t has an increasing trend in one-way delays. 
The increasing trend indicates tha t the stream was sent at a rate larger than the available 
bandwidth and queuing delays occurred along the path.
We group several streams together and try  to  identify the maximum value for the avail­
able bandwidth. For each group, the stream with the largest sending rate and no increasing 
trend determines the available bandwidth. In Figure 5.2, we show an example of a group 
of three streams which all have non increasing trends in one-way delays. For this example,
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Figure 5.2: The one-way delays of three streams taken from a trace of TCP traffic on a 100 Mb 
LAN with 50 Mbps of cross traffic present.
the streams are taken from a trace of TCP traffic on a 100 Mb LAN with 50 Mbps of cross 
traffic present. The rates of these streams are 48.02 Mbps, 48.01 Mbps and 48.89 Mbps, 
respectively. Because all three streams have a non increasing trend, our algorithm would 
infer the available bandwidth is at least 48.89 Mbps.
5.3 Com parison of Packet D ispersion and SIC Algorithm s
We compare the accuracy of Wren’s packet dispersion and SIC algorithms on an uncongested 
100 Mb LAN, an uncongested 1 Gb LAN, and congested LAN testbeds using a variety 
of application traffic. In these experiments, we synthesize the “application” traffic that 
we monitor using traffic generators or iperf. The traffic monitored in these experiments is 
designed to simulate traffic ranging from bulk data transfer applications to  bulk synchronous 
parallel (BSP) applications, which have more sporadic traffic patterns. We use the LAN 
testbed so that we can directly control the amount available bandwidth on the path and 
check the Wren measurements for accuracy.
5.3.1 U ncongested LAN R esults
We use the Wren bandwidth monitoring tool to  collect and analyze traces of iperf traffic 
between two 2.8 GHz Pentium 4s using 100 Mb and 1 Gb Ethernet interfaces. In these
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F igure 5.3: The left graph shows Wren’s packet dispersion (PD) analysis and the right graph shows 
Wren’s self-induced congestion analysis (SIC) applied to the same two-sided trace of application 
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Figure 5.4: The left graph shows Wren’s packet dispersion (PD) analysis and the right graph shows 
Wren’s self-induced congestion analysis (SIC) applied to the same two-sided trace of application 
traffic on an uncongested 1 Gb LAN.
experiments the MTU is set at 1500. In bulk data transfer results shown in Figures 5.3 
and 5.4, we see that both techniques produce similar bandwidth measurements tha t are 
consistent with what we might expect on uncongested 1 Gb and 100Mb LANs.
5.3.2 Controlled Congestion Results
We monitored TCP traffic produced by iperf running between two Pentium 4s on a 100 Mb 
LAN with 0, 20 and 40 Mb of TCP cross traffic on the link. The iperf TCP traffic and the 
TCP cross traffic both traverse the same link, but different machines generate the traffic.
Figure 5.5 presents the results of applying the SIC and the PD techniques to the iperf 
traces. In each graph, we see distinct bands reflecting the change in the amount of cross
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Figure 5.5: The left graph shows Wren’s packet dispersion (PD) analysis and the right graph shows 
Wren’s self-induced congestion analysis (SIC) applied to the same two-sided traces of application 
traffic on an uncongested 100 Mb LAN with 0, 20, and 40 Mb of cross traffic present.
Cross Traffic
o — o — o
Monitored Traffic
Figure 5.6: First testbed experiment has the competing traffic and the monitored traffic traveling 
along the entire network path. Congestion is present on every link in this experiment.
traffic demonstrating th a t both of the techniques can detect the changes in available band­
width. This graph also shows that the SIC algorithm may not always converge, but when 
it does converge the measurements are correct. Both of the techniques produce bandwidth 
measurements that reflect the availability of the bandwidth on the path when reduced by 
20 and 40 Mb.
We set up a network testbed in which two pairs of machines communicate with each 
other through a series of three switches. As shown in Figure 5.6, we use one pair of machines 
to create congestion on the network path and the other pair is used to  generate traffic to 
monitor. The traffic we are monitoring is created by an iperf application, modified so that 
the throughput is capped not to exceed 75Mbps. The pair of machines generating cross 
traffic also use the modified iperf to cap traffic at 10, 20 and 30 Mbps.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the results of applying the packet dispersion and self-induced 
congestion techniques to 75Mbps capped iperf traffic in the presence of 0, 10, 20 and 30
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Figure 5.7: This graph shows the self-induced congestion available bandwidth technique measure­
ments obtained from passively monitoring iperf traffic on a 100 Mb LAN. For this experiment iperf 
was capped so that its throughput could not exceed 75Mbps and the cross traffic exists along the 
entire network path.
Mbps of cross traffic. In Figure 5.7, the available bandwidth measured by the passive self­
induced congestion technique changes to according to the amount of cross traffic present on 
the network. The packet dispersion measurements, shown in Figure 5.8, are more alarming. 
They show the failure of the packet dispersion technique to measure changes in available 
bandwidth along the network path.
The erroneous packet dispersion measurements seen in Figure 5.8 occur because the 
packet dispersion technique assumes a single bottleneck exists on the network path. To il­
lustrate this limitation and to  verify tha t the packet dispersion technique can detect changes 
in available bandwidth on a single bottleneck path, we modified our experiment as seen in 
Figure 5.9. Instead of having the competing traffic present on all links on the path, only 
part of the network path is congested.
Figure 5.10 shows the results of applying the packet dispersion and self-induced con­
gestion techniques to  75Mbps capped iperf traffic in the presence of 10, 20 and 30 Mbps 
of cross traffic. For this path, both the self-induced congestion and packet dispersion tech-
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Figure 5.8: This graph shows the packet dispersion available bandwidth technique measurements 
obtained from passively monitoring iperf traffic on a 100 Mb LAN. For this experiment iperf was 
capped so that its throughput could not exceed 75Mbps and the cross traffic exists along the entire 
network path.
nique measurements change to reflect the difference in the amount of available bandwidth. 
These results confirm previous results [55,62] that show that the packet dispersion may not 
handle paths where congestion affects multiple links. As a result, we do not pursue more 
evaluation of a passive packet dispersion algorithm.
These congestion experiments have shown that both techniques can detect changes in 
available bandwidth, but tha t only the self-induced congestion technique can accurately 
measure available bandwidth when there is more than one bottleneck link. This observation 
is interesting because it suggests that when the two techniques do not produce the similar 
available bandwidth measurements, one possible explanation is tha t there is more than tight 
link on the path.
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Figure 5.9: The competing traffic and the monitored traffic only share part of the network path. 
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Figure 5.10: The left graph shows Wren’s two-sided self-induced congestion available bandwidth 
analysis ant the right graph shows Wren’s two-sided packet dispersion analysis applied to the same 
traces of iperf traffic on a 100 Mb LAN. For this experiment iperf was capped so that its throughput 
could not exceed 75Mbps and the cross traffic is is present at a single bottleneck.
5.4 Passive SIC A lgorithm  Evaluation
For the remainder of the chapter, we focus on the evaluation of our passive two-sided SIC 
algorithm. We define an error metric and qualify what type of application traffic is required 
by our algorithm to produce valid measurements.
5.4.1 Accuracy
The measurements our SIC algorithm produces reflect the amount of bandwidth available 
to the application. These measurements are the sum of the bandwidth currently being
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F igure 5.11: The passive SIC technique applied to traces of TCP traffic on 100 Mb LAN with 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 Mbps of cross traffic present. The average throughput of the TCP 
traffic on an uncongested LAN is 15 Mbps.
consumed by the application we are monitoring and the amount of bandwidth not being 
used by any other traffic.
In these experiments, we monitor TCP traffic produced by traffic generators. The 
available bandwidth we measure could be different if the TCP stream we monitor is removed 
because TCP may interact with and affect the other traffic on the path. However, our goal is 
to use our algorithm with preexisting network traffic. We are emulating for control purposes 
in these experiments because we cannot validate the measurements on a WAN.
We demonstrate how our algorithm works by applying our algorithm to traffic monitored 
from a traffic generator tha t sends TCP traffic with an average throughput of 15 Mbps. We 
run the traffic generator for 90 seconds on a 100 Mb LAN and plot the measurements our 
passive SIC generates in Figure 5.11. In this graph, there are distinct bands that reflect 
the change in the amount of cross traffic. Figure 5.11 clearly demonstrates tha t our passive 
SIC algorithm can detect changes in available bandwidth.
Because we run our experiments on an isolated testbed, we can use the capacity of the 
testbed and throughput of the cross traffic application to determine the actual amount of
Bandwidth 
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Table 5.1: Error of measurements obtained by monitoring TCP traffic with average throughput of 
15 Mbps










available bandwidth present. The error metric we use is absolute error:
e rro r — | (capacity — cross traffic tput) — abw estimate\
We applied this error metric to the measurements produced in Figure 5.11. Table 5.1 
shows the mean error and the standard deviation obtained from comparing our passive 
bandwidth measurements with the available bandwidth present on the path. In this table, 
the error is quite low indicating tha t our passive approach to measuring available bandwidth 
produces valid measurements.
5.4.2 Traffic Characterization
The communication pattern of the TCP application we monitor affects the accuracy of our 
SIC algorithm. Not all of the TCP traffic we monitor will produce valid measurements. For 
our experiments, we consider valid measurements to have an absolute error of less than 10. 
In this section, we focus on the characterization of the network traffic an application must 
produce for our technique to  provide valid available bandwidth measurements.
The two aspects of the application’s traffic pattern that influence the accuracy of our 
algorithm are the message size and the frequency the messages are sent. Message size refers
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256K 68.5 Mbps 90 Mbps 2031 89.10 0.899 0.585
256K 68.5 Mbps 80 Mbps 1910 81.40 1.407 0.670
256K 68.5 Mbps 70 Mbps 1779 70.52 0.689 2.675
128K 68.3 Mbps 90 Mbps 731 68.78 21.225 0.132
128K 68.3 Mbps 80 Mbps 732 68.78 11.222 0.117
128K 68.3 Mbps 70 Mbps 1937 70.62 0.743 0.641
64K 70.7 Mbps 90 Mbps 270 71.78 18.224 0.822
64K 70.7 Mbps 80 Mbps 1765 72.46 7.847 8.267
64K 70.7 Mbps 70 Mbps 1546 70.52 0.859 0.681
to how much data (in bytes) an application sends at a time. Because the frequency along 
with the message size dictate the application’s throughput, we use the average throughput 
of the application in our discussions.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 contain the error in measurements produced by our SIC algorithm 
when monitoring TCP traffic with various message sizes. In the tables, “Avg Tput” refers 
to the average throughput of the TCP traffic being monitored, “Avail Bw” is the actual 
available bandwidth present on the path, and the “Avg Avail bw Measured” is the average 
of all the measurements produced by our algorithm for each 90 second trace. In Table 5.2, 
the messages are sent out with uniform spacing, the average throughput for each message 
size is between 68-71 Mbps, and we measure the error of our measurements when 10, 20, 
and 30 Mbps of cross traffic are present on the path. In Table 5.3, the messages are sent 
out with uniform spacing, the average throughput for each message size is between 58-61 
Mbps, and we measure the error of our measurements when 20, 30, and 40 Mbps of cross 
traffic are present on the path. This setup allows us to  evaluate whether our algorithm 
produces valid measurements when the TCP traffic monitored is not saturating the path.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that traffic with any message size and throughput less than or 
approximately equal to  the available bandwidth can be used by our algorithm to  produce 
accurate measurements. W hen our algorithm is applied to traffic with 64K and 128K
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256K 58.9 Mbps 80 Mbps 1681 81.48 1.487 1.022
256K 58.9 Mbps 70 Mbps 1388 75.28 5.282 0.030
256K 58.9 Mbps 60 Mbps 4035 58.13 2.067 0.777
128K 60.3 Mbps 80 Mbps 1443 63.13 16.866 0.295
128K 60.3 Mbps 70 Mbps 1415 63.00 7.226 1.352
128K 60.3 Mbps 60 Mbps 1533 59.86 0.490 0.453
64K 59.9 Mbps 80 Mbps 1542 53.20 26.798 0.017
64K 59.9 Mbps 70 Mbps 1612 61.14 9.307 1.998
64K 59.9 Mbps 60 Mbps 1138 60.34 0.761 3.676
Table 5.4: Number of packets needed to send messages.
Message Size packets Max Cwnd
64K 46 packets 66
128K 91 packets 93
256K 181 packets 152
messages sent with an average throughput less than the available bandwidth, it produces 
measurements with large error. However, applying our algorithm to application traffic that 
sends 256K messages at a throughput less than the available bandwidth does yield valid 
measurements.
To understand how the message size impacts our algorithm’s ability to measure avail­
able bandwidth, we looked at the relationship between the number of packets needed to 
send each message and the maximum congestion window size for the traffic traced. Ta­
ble 5.4, shows the number of packets needed to send 64K, 128K, and 255K messages. The 
number of packets is determined by the MTU, which is 1500 bytes. Due to  headers, the 
maximum data payload for a TCP packet is 1448 bytes. We also include in Table 5.4 the 
maximum congestion window size for each message size collected from traffic sending at 
rate of approximately 70 Mbps with 90 Mbps of bandwidth available (see Table 5.2). The 
only message size tha t requires more packets than  the congestion window size is 256K. This 
is an important observation because if there are fewer packets than the congestion window
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size, TCP is no longer probing the network path. In this case, TCP does not have enough 
data to  send out a t any given time and the sending rates will not approach the available 
bandwidth. SIC analysis cannot be applied because there is not enough variability in the 
sending rates so tha t the sending rates oscillate around the available bandwidth.
The results of these experiments indicate tha t our algorithm requires traffic to contain 
either
•  large messages sent at any rate or
•  burst of smaller sized messages sent faster than  the available bandwidth.
In either case, the traffic contains groups of packets with sending rates tha t vary above and 
below the available bandwidth.
5.4.3 N on-Uniform  Application Traffic
Our previous experiments used traffic patterns consisting of uniformly spaced messages, 
but in practice many applications have a more bursty communication pattern. We have 
previously analyzed our algorithm using real application traffic and found applications with 
irregular message spacings and applications with bursty communication patterns more chal­
lenging to  monitor [71]. However, if the application traffic has either large message sizes 
or bursts of smaller message sizes sent faster than the available bandwidth, we can use our 
passive SIC algorithm to accurately measure the available bandwidth.
To emulate application traffic with irregular message spacings, we created a traffic gen­
erator that sends 64K messages with a variable chosen by a Poisson function. We have 
implemented the traffic generator so that if it runs on an uncongested path, the average 
throughput is 71 Mbps. We ran the traffic generator on a 100 Mb LAN with 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 Mbps of cross traffic present. Figure 5.12 and Table 5.5 show the
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Figure 5.12: The passive SIC technique applied to traces of TCP traffic with irregular message 
spacings on 100 Mb LAN with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 Mbps of cross traffic present. 
The average throughput of the TCP traffic on an uncongested LAN is 71 Mbps.
Table 5.5: Error of measurements obtained by monitoring non-uniform TCP traffic with average 
throughput of 71 Mbps










measurements and error obtained by applying our passive SIC algorithm to the non-uniform 
application traffic.
The results in Table 5.2 show that traffic consisting of 64K messages sent at a rate 
lower than the available bandwidth could not be used to produce accurate measurements. 
Although the average throughput of the traffic generator is approximately the same as the 
average throughput in Table 5.2, Table 5.5 shows that our algorithm can produce accurate 
measurements using the application traffic with irregular message spacings.
In Figure 5.12, our SIC algorithm’s measurements change according to  the amount of
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Figure 5.13: The self-induced congestion technique applied to traffic sending 512K messages spaced 
with a random delay on 100 Mb LAN with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 Mbps of cross traffic 
present on the path. The average throughput is 65Mbps for the left graph and 18Mbps for the right 
graph.
bandwidth available. The results in Figure 5.12 and Table 5.5 demonstrate tha t the passive 
SIC algorithm can detect changes in available bandwidth using traces of applications with 
communication patterns tha t differ from bulk data transfer applications.
We also created a traffic generator that sends 512K messages with random delay. We 
implement the generator so tha t if it runs on an uncongested path, the average throughput 
is 64Mbps or 18Mbps. Both of the random delay applications are run on a 100 Mb testbed 
with varying amounts of cross traffic present. We create the controlled congestion by running 
UDP streams in iperf. We test using 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 Mbps of cross 
traffic.
Figure 5.13 presents the available bandwidth measurement produced by our passive SIC 
approach using a two-sided trace of the random delay application traffic set with average 
throughput of 65 Mbps (left) and 18Mbps (right). In these graphs, there are distinct bands 
that reflect the change in the amount of cross traffic. The graphs clearly demonstrate that 
the passive SIC technique can detect changes in available bandwidth using two-side traces 
of applications tha t have irregular message spacings.
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Tkble 5.6: Error of measurements obtained by monitoring bursty traffic with average throughput 
of 65 Mbps.










Table 5.7: Error of measurements obtained by monitoring bursty traffic with average throughput 
of 18 Mbps










Tables 5.6 and 5.7 show the mean error and standard deviation obtained from comparing 
our passive bandwidth measurements with the actual available bandwidth present on the 
path. In both tables, the error is quite low indicating tha t our passive approach to  measuring 
available bandwidth produces valid measurements using non-uniform application traffic.
5.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we described our two-sided, passive available bandwidth algorithms and 
evaluated the algorithms in controlled load testbed experiments using a variety of traffic 
types. The packet dispersion algorithm can measure available bandwidth on uncongested
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100 Mb and 1Gb LANs and paths with single bottleneck links; however, it produced er­
roneous measurements on other paths where competing traffic shared the entire path with 
the monitored traffic. Because the packet dispersion algorithm was unable to produce valid 
measurements on some paths, we decided to  abandon this algorithm and focus the rest of 
the evaluation on the self-induced congestion algorithm.
Unlike the packet dispersion algorithm, our self-induced congestion algorithm accurately 
detected changes in available bandwidth on all paths tested. We demonstrated the accuracy 
of the SIC algorithm by comparing the Wren measurements of varying amounts of congestion 
on the testbed to  the actual available bandwidth on the path. We also investigated how the 
communication pattern of the TCP application we monitor affects the accuracy of our SIC 
algorithm. Our results indicate that our SIC algorithms requires traffic to contain either 
large messages sent at any rate or bursts of smaller sized messages sent at rates faster than 
the available bandwidth.
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C hapter 6
One-sided Wren Trace A nalysis
In this chapter, we describe our one-sided trace analysis, which is important because instru­
mentation on both ends of the path is not always possible. More importantly, our one-sided 
algorithm removes the overhead associated with coordinating traces between two hosts, and 
therefore, can provide real-time measurements more quickly.
In our one-sided approach, we apply the self-induced congestion principles to trains 
of TCP packets collected on the sender side only. Our one-sided approach analyzes the 
trends in the RTTs of packets instead of the one-way delays of packets used in a two-sided 
approach. We look for trains that have a non-increasing trend in RTTs because these trains 
did not incur queuing on the path; the rate at which these trains were sent represents the 
lower bound of the current available bandwidth.
6.1 Advantages to  One-sided Approach
One of the  prim ary advantages of our approach is th a t we only require instrum entation on 
the sender side of the TCP connection. This is especially useful because access to  both 
end hosts may not always be feasible. Furthermore, the one-sided approach can be used on 
machines, such as proxies, tha t are not at the ends of the connection.
64
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In a one-sided approach, analysis can be performed in a more timely manner because 
there is no need to coordinate traces collected on the hosts on both ends of the connection. 
In a two-sided approach, the data collected on the sender and receiver would have to  be 
transferred to one machine for analysis. Once the data is co-located, it has to  be merged 
together to create packet flows, calculate one-way delays of those packet flows, and then 
apply SIC analysis to  those one-way delays. The one-sided approach removes the trans­
fer and merge operations, which reduces the lag time in producing available bandwidth 
measurements.
6.2 A lgorithm
The first step in our one-sided algorithm is to group TCP packets into trains. We look 
at the relationship between the inter-departure times of sequential data  packets. If inter­
departure times of successive pairs are similar, then the packets are departing the machine 
at approximately the same rate. Let A* be the inter-departure time between each successive 
pair of packets i and 2 +  1 in the train. To identify a well-formed train, each A i must satisfy 
the requirement tha t mirij(log(Aj)) >  maXj(log(Aj)) — a , essentially requiring consistent 
spacing between the packets. The parameter a  is used to tune how consistent the spacing 
between packets must be for those packets to form a train.
To develop the algorithm to identify individual trains, we examined the inter-departure 
times of TCP packets under a variety of conditions. The bursty transmissions of packets 
within any TCP flow [58], and as shown earlier, cause inter-departure times to  vary by 
several orders of magnitude within all traces. Because of the range of inter-departure time 
values, we decided to analyze the inter-departure spacing in log-space and to  define a train in 
terms of the difference between the lowest and highest inter-departure time in the sequence. 
In the equation, a  represents the maximum allowable difference, and we experimented 
with a variety of values before settling on a value of 1 for our experiments, which selects 
a reasonable number of well-spaced trains from the traces we analyzed. Although the
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Figure 6.1: The ISR of packet trains inside of TCP on W&M to NWU WAN connection (left) and 
W&M to local broadband ISP WAN connection(right)
empirical analysis was carried out in log space, because a  is a constant the equation can 
be rearranged to determine tha t the maximum ratio of lowest to  highest departure time is 
1/ 10.
Despite these variations in inter-departure times, there are still consistently spaced 
bursts identified as valid trains. Figure 6.1 presents only trains meeting this criterion. In 
this figure, the average bandwidth of the trains appears higher than the long-term through­
put of the TCP flow because the trains tend to  be closely spaced with larger gaps, which 
lower the overall throughput, in between trains. For use with our SIC algorithm we impose 
a minimum length of 7 packets for valid trains and select maximal length trains subject to 
the grouping requirement above.
Once a train is formed, the algorithm enters the processing phase. For each train that 
is formed, we calculate the the initial sending rate (ISR) by dividing the total number of 
bits in the train by the difference between the end time and the start time of the train. 
The start time of the train refers to the time the first data packet in the train departs the 
machine, and the end time of the train specifies the time that the last data packet in the 
train departs the machine. The ISR of each train is compared to the ACK return rate.
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The ACK return rate is calculated by dividing the total number of bits in the train by the 
difference between the time the first ACK for the train and the last ACK for the train arrive 
back at the sending machine. Our algorithm only uses packets that tha t have an explicit 
ACK packet, which is typically every other packet with delayed ACKs, although ACKs may 
be less frequent on high-bandwidth paths.
Our algorithm compares the ISR of the train with the ACK return rate of the train  and 
checks tha t they are similar rates; the ACK return rate must be ±0.5% of the ISR rate. 
At first glance, this seems counter intuitive, as the goal of SIC is to  detect increases in 
delays. However, this is actually an important step in processing the data. An active SIC 
implementation carefully probes around the available bandwidth, sending at rates slightly 
above and below available bandwidth, observing relatively small increases in one-way delay 
or round trip  times. Our analysis of TCP traffic has indicated that the results of trains 
with small differences between the ISR and ACK return rate are the most accurate. In 
particular, because we are ultimately more interested in trains tha t do not have an increase 
in ACK return rate, i.e. trains sent below the available bandwidth, discarding the high-error 
trains tha t are sent significantly above the available bandwidth is an ideal solution. Further 
experimentation with the best value for this parameter is required.
The next step in processing a train  is to  use a pairwise comparison test to  determine the 
trend in the RTTs of the packets in tha t train. If Vi : RTTi < RTTi+i then the train  has an 
increasing trend, indicating its ISR was higher than the available bandwidth. Otherwise, 
the train trend is labeled as non-increasing. If the train  has a non-increasing trend and the 
ISR is similar in value to the ACK return rate, we know that the train ISR did not cause 
queuing on the path. Therefore, we report the ISR as a lower-bound available bandwidth 
measurement.
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6.2.1 Variation in Available Bandwidth M easurements
There are two sources of variation in Wren’s available bandwidth measurements: variation in 
the network’s available bandwidth and variation in the sending rate of the TCP flow. When 
multiple non-increasing trains are observed at different rates over very short time scales, 
using the highest ISR non-increasing train as the only measurement may be appropriate. 
However, as available bandwidth can change rapidly, distinguishing between TCP sender 
variability and network variability becomes more difficult; therefore the Wren tool provides 
a series of lower-bounds, with the intention tha t further statistical analysis is required 
according to the desired purpose of the data.
6.3 Challenges o f the One-sided Approach
Measuring available bandwidth using one-sided traces is more complicated than  using two- 
sided traces because the accuracy of our one-sided passive technique can be affected by 
ACK compression, delayed ACKs, and other system processing delays.
6.3.1 D elayed ACKs
If delayed ACKs are enabled for the connection, the receiver does not ACK every packet. 
Instead, after one packet is received, the receiver will wait for another packet to  arrive 
before sending out one ACK for both packets.
Because a one-sided technique relies on ACKs for timing information, only data packets 
with a corresponding ACK can be used for analysis. However, as we rely on trains involving 
at least 7 packets, delayed ACKs are typically not an issue. On gigabit networks, the 
reduction in ACKs caused by interrupt coalescing makes ACKs even less frequent, but 
increasing the number of packets in a train compensates for this difficulty.
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The more significant difficulty that delayed ACKs cause is actually their influence on 
the sending rate of a TCP flow. As a delayed ACK arrives at least two new packets can 
be sent out, typically even more on a gigabit system. The rate tha t these packets leave the 
system is dependent on the physical properties of the machine: essentially it depends on 
how fast the NIC can put the packets onto the wire. Again, as we look at longer trains, 
these individual pairs of back-to-back packets have little influence on our results.
6.3.2 ACK compression
ACK compression refers to ACKs arriving at the TCP sender more closely spaced than  when 
they were sent by the TCP receiver. ACK compression can occur if ACKs are forced to 
queue together at a congested link on the return path. ACK compression can alter the self­
clocking behavior of TCP and cause TCP to send data at a rate faster than appropriate [49].
The filtering the Wren tool performs eliminates most of the affects of ACK compression. 
First, if only some of the ACKs in the train  are compressed, then the train will not have a 
consistent trend (RTT will decrease either after the compressed portion or from the RTT 
preceding the compressed portion to  the first two compressed ACKs) and will be discarded. 
If all of the ACKs in the train  are compressed, then the train will probably not meet the 
ISR/ACK return rate requirement. Therefore, the only case where ACK compression is an 
issue is if a train  is sent out at a particular ISR, the train experienced congestion such that 
it arrives at the receiver at a slower rate, and the resulting ACKs are produced with an 
increasing trend, but then these ACKs experienced compression such th a t the ACKs return 
to the sender spaced according to  the original ISR. Fortunately, congestion typically will 
not result in a well-spaced, but faster, sequence of ACKs; therefore we believe this case to 
be sufficiently rare that we will ignore its occurrences in our measurements.
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6.4 Evaluating W ren on LA N  Testbed
Because validating available bandwidth on WANs is difficult, these experiments focus on 
LAN testbed results, where the capacity of the LAN is 100 Mbps. We set up our testbed 
so tha t a single link was shared by multiple congestion generators and sinks, as well as the 
monitored application traffic flow. The LAN testbed allows us to  directly control the amount 
of congestion, and therefore available bandwidth, on the path so tha t we can validate the 
Wren measurements against the actual available bandwidth on the path.
In these LAN experiments, we use different types of application-generated traffic be­
cause applications can generate traffic patterns composed of many long transfers, many 
short transfers, or some combination of both. At one end of the spectrum are bulk data 
transfer applications, which move large amounts of data between two points and tax the 
communication stack by continuously sending data. Many applications have communica­
tion phases that behave similarly to bulk data transfers, such as the initial distribution of 
work among processors or the migration of large work units during load balancing.
At the other end of the spectrum of applications are bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) 
applications with compute-communicate phases and sporadic traffic patterns. Common to 
these applications is the need to  periodically synchronize or communicate information with 
other processors. For example, in a mesh generation application [8], processors may need 
to be notified about inserted points or other refinements made on the boundaries shared by 
the processors.
In our LAN experiments, we also vary the amount of available bandwidth by changing 
the amount of cross traffic on the path. We use both constant bit rate (CBR) and on/off 
bursty traffic generators to create congestion in the network and calculate available band­
width by subtracting the average cross traffic rate from the capacity of the LAN testbed.
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6.4.1 M easuring C BR  Congestion
For this experiment, one iperf generated 30 Mbps of uniform (constant bit rate, CBR) 
cross traffic for the first 20 seconds and the second iperf generated 60 Mbps of cross traffic 
between 20 seconds and 40 seconds. After 40 seconds, there is no cross traffic on the path. 
Therefore, we know that there was 70 Mbps available from time 0-20 seconds, 40 Mbps 
available from time 20-40 seconds, and 100 Mbps available for time 40-45 seconds.
We monitored application traffic that sent 20 200KB messages with .1 second inter­
message spacings, paused 2 seconds, 10 500KB messages with .1 second inter-message 
spacings, paused 2 seconds, and then sent 10 4MB messages with .1 second inter-message 
spacings. This pattern was repeated twice followed by 500KB messages sent with random 
inter-message spacings.
In the first 40 seconds of Figure 6.2, we see tha t the throughput of the traffic gener­
ator varies according to the size of message being sent. The last 5 seconds of this graph 
show that the throughput of the generator also depends on the inter-message spacings. Fig­
ure 6.2 shows tha t our algorithm produces accurate available bandwidth measurements even 
when the throughput of the application we are monitoring is not saturating the available 
bandwidth. This figure also demonstrates tha t our algorithm is able to correctly detect 
changes in available bandwidth. Even though our TCP application rarely saturates the 
available bandwidth, the Wren algorithm still correctly identifies the available bandwidth 
as it changes.
In our other CBR experiment, the monitored application traffic is created by a traffic 
generator tha t sends TCP traffic with an average throughput of 65Mbps on the uncongested 
LAN. The throughput of the application is bursty and varies randomly around this mean 
throughput throughout the duration of the run.
We monitored this application traffic with varying amounts of cross traffic on the testbed 
to determine if Wren could detect changes in available bandwidth. Figure 6.3 shows the
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Figure 6.2: Wren measurements reflect changes in available bandwidth even when the monitored 
application’s throughput does not consume all of the available bandwidth.
measurements obtained on a 100 Mb path with 20, 40, 60, and 80 Mbps of cross traffic 
present. The distinct bands on the graph show that Wren’s one-sided technique is able to 
produce measurements tha t change to  reflect the difference in the availability of bandwidth.
Because we ran our experiment on an isolated testbed, we can use the capacity of the 
testbed and throughput of the cross traffic application to determine the actual amount of 
available bandwidth present. The error metric we use is absolute error:
error — \ {capacity — cross traffic tput) — abw estim ate \
We applied this error metric to  the measurements produced in Figure 6.3. Table 6.1 shows 
the mean error and the standard deviation obtained from comparing our passive bandwidth 
measurements with the available bandwidth present on the path. In this table, the error is 
quite low indicating that our passive approach to  measuring available bandwidth produces 
valid measurements.
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Figure 6.3: Wren one-sided measurements detect changes in available bandwidth on 100 Mb LAN 
with 10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 Mbps of cross traffic present on the path. The average throughput of 
the monitored traffic is 65 Mbps.
Table 6.1: Error of Wren measurements obtained by monitoring TCP traffic with average through­
put of 65 Mbps.





6.4.2 O n/O ff Bursty Cross Traffic
We created congestion in the network by running on/off bursty UDP traffic generators 
from multiple machines at one end of the network path. We monitored traffic from an 
application tha t sent 500KB messages with .1 second inter-message spacing. We used 
a modified snmpdelta to obtain the exact available bandwidth of the congested link on 
testbed at .1 second intervals.
Figure 6.4 shows how the Wren measurements (■) detect changes in the available band­
width trends of the bursty cross traffic. For clarity, we graphed .5 second averages of the 
Wren measurements, available bandwidth, and monitored application throughput (+) in 
Figure 6.5.
We compared Wren’s bandwidth measurements with Pathload, a tool tha t actively
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Figure 6.4: Wren measurements (■) from monitoring traffic (—) on a path with bursty on/off 
UDP congestion. SNMP-monitored available bandwidth is shown (----- ).
probes the network for available bandwidth. Figure 6.6 shows tha t running Pathload pro­
duces similar results to using our Wren algorithm on paths with on/off bursty UDP con­
gestion. Pathload reports fewer results because it sends multiple fleets to establish a range 
for the available bandwidth. A production implementation of Wren might include similar 
filtering to  establish lower and upper bounds, thus also reducing the reported number of 
observations.
These results show that our Wren algorithm can measure available bandwidth as well as 
active tools by passively monitoring existing application traffic on a single end host. Even 
though the application TCP stream never utilizes more than 25Mbps and never saturates 
the available bandwidth except when it drops below that point, the Wren algorithm reports 
a range of available bandwidths tha t follows the true available bandwidth as it rapidly 
changes.
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Figure 6.5: Wren measurements (■), 
monitored application throughput (+), 
and available bandwidth (—) are av­
eraged over .5 second intervals for this 
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Figure 6.6: Pathload lower (■) and 
upper (□) bound available bandwidth 
measurements of path with on/off 
bursty UDP congestion.
6.5 W A N  R esults
In this section, we investigate the accuracy on Wren measurements on WANs. We test 
the Wren algorithm in a low bandwidth WAN, typical of the connection a digital cable 
consumer might experience, and a 100 Mb WAN. We also simulated a  WAN environment 
on our testbed by using Nistnet to create longer latencies for the congestion and monitored 
application traffic.
6.5.1 Low Bandwidth W AN Experim ent
We tested the Wren algorithm on a WAN network connection between William and Mary 
and a local broadband ISP. The local ISP caps the amount of bandwidth th a t a consumer 
may use at 4Mbps, but validating the actual amount of available bandwidth across this 
WAN is difficult. Figure 6.7 shows the Wren available bandwidth measurements produced 
by monitoring an iperf application across this link for 20 seconds. The average throughput 
reported by iperf was 3.68 Mbps.
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Figure 6.7: Wren measurements from monitoring traffic on a low bandwidth WAN. The consumer 
bandwidth is capped at 4 Mbps and the average throughput obtained on this path is 3.68 Mbps.
Although we could not observe the available bandwidth on this path directly with SNMP, 
the TCP throughput did drop during the interval shown at 5 seconds. Furthermore, we 
were curious to  see how the Wren algorithm would behave in the face of aggressive packet 
shaping.
6 .5 .2  100 M b  W A N  E x p er im en t
In this WAN experiment, iperf was used to generate traffic from a Pentium 4 machine at the 
College of William and Mary across the Network Virginia and Abilene networks to a Digital 
Unix 4.0 machine at Carnegie Mellon University. Typical of modern networks, the capacity 
bottlenecks of this path are at the endpoints, not the WAN. The bottleneck capacity of 
this path is 100Mb1, but the maximum obtainable throughput on this path is typically 
around 60-70Mbps due to presence of other traffic on the path. Figure 6.8 shows the Wren 
measurements obtained from monitoring iperf traffic for 60 seconds. These measurements 
inform us tha t the lower bound on the available bandwidth for the 60 second duration 
of the experiment was between 20 and 78 Mbps. The actual available bandwidth on this 
path could not be verified, so we compared Wren’s measurements to  the throughput the 
application achieved.
1 At the time of this experiment, the outbound switch used on the W&M side was only 100Mbps
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Figure 6.8: Wren measurements from monitoring application traffic on a 100Mb WAN between 
CMU and W&M.
In Figure 6.9,the application throughput illustrates the typical slow ramp-up and saw­
tooth patterns associated with T C P’s AIMD algorithm. The AIMD algorithm increments 
the TCP congestion window size, allowing the application throughput to  approach the avail­
able bandwidth, and in essence probing the path for the available bandwidth. In this figure, 
we see th a t the Wren measurements are close the peaks of the saw tooth patterns, indicating 
that the TCP algorithm and Wren have similar measurements of the available bandwidth.
W ithout knowledge of the exact available bandwidth on this path, it is hard to validate 
the accuracy of Wren’s measurements. However, Wren’s measurements of the available 
bandwidth are similar to the maximum throughput a bulk data transfer application can 
achieve.
6 .5 .3  T e s tb e d  S im u la ted  W A N  E x p er im en t
Because determining the actual available bandwidth on a WAN is difficult, we simulated a 
WAN environment using Nistnet to increase the latencies tha t the cross traffic and moni-
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Figure 6.9: Wren measurements (+) from monitoring application traffic (----- ) on a 100Mb WAN.
The actual available bandwidth on this path could not be verified.
tored application traffic experienced on our testbed. We used on/off TCP traffic generators 
to create congestion on the path, with Nistnet emulating latencies ranging from 20 to  100ms 
and bandwidths from 3 to 25Mbps. The application traffic that was monitored sent 700K 
messages with .1 second inter-message spacing, with Nistnet adding a 50ms RTT to that 
path. SNMP was used to poll the congested link to measure the actual available bandwidth.
Figure 6.10 demonstrates how the Wren algorithm can measure the available bandwidth 
of larger latency paths with variable cross traffic. Due to  the higher RTT, our application 
throughput was lower than  in previous graphs, but the algorithm still correctly approximates 
the available bandwidth.
6.6 V iability of W ren on High B andw idth-D elay Networks
We recognize th a t there is still uncertainty in the community about the reliability of mea­
suring available bandwidth in high bandwidth-delay environments [32,54]. In these en­
vironments, interrupt coalescing (IC) can cause timestamps to  be be increased by some
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Figure 6.10: Wren measurements (■) from monitoring application traffic (+) on a simulated WAN. 
The available bandwidth (------) is created by on/off TCP generators.
amount up to the coalescing time from when packets actually arrive a t the NIC. If packets 
are queued up on the NIC and delivered to  the OS with a single interrupt, they receive 
the same timestamp, and thus information is lost. However, our one-sided packet traces do 
not suffer from interrupt coalescing. In fact, the ACK interarrival times collected by Wren 
indicate tha t packets are rarely received with the same timestamp. Instead, the effects of 
interrupt coalescing are seen at the data  receiver side, which we do not monitor. The Linux 
2.4 TCP stack actually generates at most one ACK per interrupt, thus resulting in ACKs 
that typically acknowledge 4 packets rather than  2. As we process packet train spacing by 
considering only the packets for which we have received ACKs, and thus have precise RTT 
measurements, our software works with these sparser ACKs. Interestingly, this is simply an 
OS-enforced version of the same approach used by Prasad et al. [54] to adapt to interrupt 
coalescing when it is observed by an application in active one-way probing.
There are several factors tha t may limit the applicability of Wren on high-speed net­
works. The TCP bursts sent from a machine are determined by the physical hardware of 
the machine and the flavor of TCP running on the machine. If a machine is not equipped
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with a high-speed NIC, the rates of the TCP bursts generated from th a t machine may not 
approach the actual available bandwidth on the high-speed path. As a result, the Wren al­
gorithm would underestimate the actual available bandwidth and instead provide a measure 
of how much bandwidth that particular machine could obtain.
Conventional TCP, or TCP Reno, is not well suited for high bandwidth-delay net­
works, such as lOGbps. To utilize more bandwidth, applications may use multiple semi­
independent TCP streams and/or use one of several variations of TCP designed for high­
speed networks, such as FAST [7] or HSTCP [16]. The Wren algorithm produces measure­
ments on a per TCP stream basis. While it may be possible to adapt the algorithm to use 
multiple TCP streams, this is beyond the scope of this project and is left as future work. 
Likewise, evaluating Wren with different variations of TCP is not evaluated in this work.
6.7 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we have motivated the need for a passive, one-sided available bandwidth 
technique and described our one-sided Wren algorithm. The Wren analysis algorithm selects 
well-formed trains from a TCP stream based on their uniform spacing and identifies when 
a valid series of ACKs are received tha t can be used to evaluate available bandwidth. 
We discussed the challenges and possible limitations of applying SIC analysis to one-sided 
traces. We have experimentally validated our approach using a variety of different traffic 
types, including fluid and bursty competing traffic on LAN and WAN networks. Our results 
indicate th a t Wren can accurately detect changes in available bandwidth, even if application 
traffic is consuming well less than the available bandwidth. We have also compared Wren 
measurements to Pathload, an existing, active available bandwidth tool, and found that 
Wren produces similar measurements to Pathload.
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Real-Tim e Wren M easurem ents
If Wren’s available bandwidth measurements are to be practical to applications, the mea­
surements must be generated in real-time. The primary challenge in moving from offline 
analysis of trace data to  a real-time system is to produce available bandwidth measurements 
quickly without significantly affecting the performance of other applications. In this chapter, 
we discuss the implementation of our online Wren system and quantify the amount of time 
from trace collected to measurement reported. We demonstrate the applicability of Wren 
measurements by describing the integration of Wren with both a virtualized distributed 
machine system and a grid service proxy.
7.1 W ren online
As shown in Figure 7.1, online Wren integrates the trace collection, analysis, and measure­
ment provider components into a single user-level application. It uses the Wren packet trace 
facility, as described in Chapter 3, to transparently trace application traffic. The coordi­
nation of the tracing is the responsibility of the Collector component. The Collector must 
specify when the tracing should start and later must collect the traces from the kernel. The 
polling frequency, or how often traces are collected, is determine by the rate of the collector. 
If the polling frequency is small and little traffic was sent during th a t time, only the portion
81
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Figure 7.1: Online Wren integrates the collection, analysis and provider components to provide 
real-time available bandwidth measurements.
of the buffer filled will be copied up to the user-level. Likewise, if the polling frequency is 
large or enough traffic was sent to  fill up the buffer, then the entire buffer will be sent up 
to the user-level. We consider the cost of this transfer when discussing measurement lag in 
the next section.
After collecting a trace, the collector component transfers the trace to the analysis 
component for processing. The analysis component groups outgoing packets into trains by 
identifying sequences of packets with similar inter-departure times between successive pairs. 
It searches for maximal-length trains with consistently spaced packets and calculates the 
initial sending rate (ISR) for those trains. After identifying a train, we calculate the ACK 
return rate for the matching ACKs. The available bandwidth is determined by observing the 
ISR at which the ACKs show an increasing trend in the RTTs, indicating congestion on the
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path. We have previously described this one-sided algorithm in more detail in Chapter 6.
All available bandwidth observations are passed to the Wren provider component. This 
component provides a SOAP interface tha t clients can use to receive the stream of measure­
ments produced using application traffic. Alternatively, the packet traces can be transmitted 
to a remote repository. Because the trains are short and represent only a singleton obser­
vation of an inherently bursty process, multiple observations are required to converge to  an 
accurate measurement of available bandwidth.
7.1.1 M easurement Lag
The overheads associated with collecting and analyzing the Wren traces will impact the 
time it takes for the listening application to receive the Wren measurements. We define 
measurement lag as the delay from the time we start collecting and analyzing traces to 
the time those measurements are pushed to  the listening application, in our case the grid 
services proxy, or any other observation thread.
The collector thread overhead is determined by the polling frequency, the time it takes 
to collect the traces from the kernel, and the time it takes to  push traces to the analysis 
thread. The polling frequency specifies how often the collector pulls data from the kernel 
level buffers. By default this value is set to 1 second, but can be adjusted according the 
traffic load and the application’s needs. The kernel level data is transferred to the user-level 
via the copyjbojuser kernel function. Once the data is in a user-level data structure the 
information is pushed into the analysis thread’s trace queue.
The sources of overhead in the analysis thread are parsing traces and the application 
of the Wren algorithm. The incoming and outgoing packet information is first merged into 
single packet views. These single packet views are then sorted by connection and passed into 
the Wren available bandwidth algorithm. The Wren algorithm is a one pass algorithm that 
calculates available bandwidth measurements that can be sent to  listening applications.
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To provide a sense of the total overhead associated with Wren, we set up an experiment 
to measure the lag when Wren pulls traces from the kernel every 1 second. We ran iperf on 
the machine Wren was monitoring to saturate the network link so that each call to  Wren 
would return the maximum amount of packet information when polled. This will create the 
maximum overhead because Wren’s kernel-level buffers will be full and the entire contents 
of the buffers must be copied to user-level. We determined the clock rate of the machine 
and counted the clock cycles to compute the time elapsed in the collector thread and the 
analysis thread. Table 7.1 shows the time spent in each thread. (Each number is an average 
of several runs with a 95% confidence interval.) These results show that the maximum lag 
time expected is approximately 0.25 seconds. This small measurement lag value means that 
the application will obtain the measurements in a timely manner.
Table 7.1 also quantifies the amount of processing time a node must spend to  calculate 
Wren measurements. On a machine tha t is relaying a lot of data, but not doing much 
computation, clearly this 0.25 second processing load is acceptable. Grid application nodes 
that do not saturate their link constantly can also tolerate the load of Wren monitoring, 
but for applications that are able to utilize both the full CPU power and NIC bandwidth of 
a node, a choice must be made between allocating CPU time to the analysis thread when 
measurements are needed, transferring the data across the network to an analysis node, or 
simply reducing the amount of data used for the measurement.
Figure 7.2 shows the runtime of the STREAM benchmark across a range of polling rates. 
Here the data  is collected from the kernel and transmitted to  a remote host for analysis 
at the given intervals. Because the STREAM benchmark does not saturate the host’s 
network connection, the outgoing packet traces have no effect. We have found tha t polling
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Figure 7.2: The execution time of the STREAM benchmark when monitored by the Wren system 
using a range of polling intervals.
intervals of one second are sufficient to capture an application’s traffic without influencing 
that application’s performance.
To obtain a continuous view of the network bandwidth when an application is saturating 
the path, Wren should be used to  read from the kernel buffer and analyze the traces at 
regular intervals. The user-level polling frequency determines how often the analysis thread 
will be run. Because Wren is designed to  periodically capture smaller portions of continuous 
traffic and uses those to measure available bandwidth, the polling frequency does not affect 
the accuracy of the measurements. Complete traces are not necessary when an application 
is saturating the network path because additional fine grain measurements will consume 
more processing time than desired and provide little additional insight into the network 
conditions.
7.2 A daptive V irtualized D istributed C om puting
Virtual machines interconnected with virtual networks are an extremely effective platform 
for high performance distributed computing, providing benefits of simplicity and flexibility 
to both users and providers [15,33,57]. The Prescience Lab at Northwestern University has
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developed a virtual machine distributed computing system called Virtuoso [15,59] that is 
based on virtual machine monitors1 and a virtual overlay network system called VNET [64],
In this section, we describe the integration of Wren monitoring with Virtuoso. The 
premise of our work is tha t an execution environment consisting of virtual machines (VMs) 
interconnected with a virtual overlay network can use the naturally occurring traffic of an 
existing, unmodified application running in the VMs to measure the underlying physical 
network. Based on these characterizations, and characterizations of the application’s own 
communication topology, the execution environment can optimize the execution of the ap­
plication using application-independent means such as VM migration and overlay topology 
changes. We demonstrate the feasibility of such free automatic network measurement by 
fusing the Wren passive monitoring and analysis system with Virtuoso’s virtual networking 
system. The goal of this collaboration is to enhance Virtuoso’s adaptation algorithms to 
use W ren’s physical network level available bandwidth monitoring to choose VM-to-host 
mappings, overlay topology, and forwarding rules.
7.2.1 V irtuoso
Virtuoso [15,59], is a system for virtual machine distributed computing where the virtual 
machines are interconnected with VNET, a virtual overlay network. The VTTIF (virtual 
traffic and topology inference framework) component observes every packet sent by a VM 
and infers from this traffic a global communication topology and traffic load matrix among 
a collection of VMs.
'Specifically, VMWare GSX Server 2.5, although that is not a requirement of Virtuoso. The VNET 
virtual networking component of Virtuoso requires only that a virtual interface be exposed. It has been 
used successfully with entirely different VMMs, such as User Mode Linux. Wren’s kernel extensions and 
user-level analysis daemon require only Linux.
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7.2.1.1 VNET
VNET [63,64] is the part of Virtuoso that creates and maintains the networking illusion 
that the user’s virtual machines (VMs) are on the user’s local area network. Each physical 
machine tha t can instantiate virtual machines (a host) runs a single VNET daemon. One 
machine on the user’s network also runs a VNET daemon. This machine is referred to  as 
the Proxy. Each of the VNET daemons is connected by a TCP or a virtual UDP connection 
(a VNET link) to  the VNET daemon running on the Proxy. This is the initial star topology 
that is always maintained. Additional links and forwarding rules can be added or removed 
at any time to  improve application performance.
The VNET daemon running on a machine opens the machine’s virtual (i.e., VMM- 
provided attachments to the VMs’ interfaces) and physical Ethernet interfaces in promiscu­
ous mode. Each packet captured from an interface or received on a link is matched against 
a forwarding table to  determine where to send it, the possible choices being sending it over 
one of the daemon’s outgoing links or writing it out to  one of the local interfaces. Each 
successfully matched packet is also passed to  VTTIF to  determine the local traffic matrix. 
Each VNET daemon periodically sends its inferred local traffic matrix to  the VNET dae­
mon on the Proxy. The Proxy, through its physical interface, provides a network presence 
for all the VMs on the user’s LAN and makes their configuration a responsibility of the user 
and his site’s administrator.
7.2.1.2 VTTIF
The VTTIF component integrates with VNET to automatically infer the dynamic topology 
and traffic load of applications running inside the VMs in the Virtuoso system [19,63]. 
V TTIF examines each E thernet packet th a t a VNET daemon receives from a local VM. 
VNET daemons collectively aggregate this information producing a global traffic matrix 
for all the VMs in the system. Several filtering, normalization, and pruning techniques are 
applied to  this matrix to  extract the application topology. Since the monitoring is done
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Figure 7.3: Virtuoso’s interaction with Wren. The highlighted boxes are components of Virtuoso.
below the VM, it does not depend on the application or the guest operating system in any 
manner. VTTIF automatically reacts to interesting changes in traffic patterns and reports 
them, driving adaptation.
7.2.2 Integrating V irtuoso and Wren
Virtuoso and Wren are integrated by incorporating the Wren extensions into the Host oper­
ating system of the machines running VNET, as shown in Figure 7.3. In this position, Wren 
monitors the traffic between VNET daemons, not between individual VMs. Both the VMs 
and VNET are oblivious to this monitoring, except for a small performance degradation.
The local instance of Wren is made visible to Virtuoso through its SOAP interface. 
VTTIF executes nonblocking calls to  Wren to collect updates on available bandwidth and 
latency from the local host to other VNET hosts. VTTIF uses VNET to periodically send 
the local matrices to  the Proxy machine, which maintains global matrices with information 
about every pair of VNET hosts. In practice, only those pairs whose VNET daemons 
exchange messages have entries. Through these mechanisms, the Proxy has a view of the 
physical network interconnecting the machines running VNET daemons and a view of the
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application topology and traffic load of the VMs.
As shown in Figure 7.3, the VADAPT component of Virtuoso, using the VTTIF and 
Wren mechanisms, has a view of the dynamic performance characteristics of the physi­
cal network interconnecting the machines running VNET daemons and a view of the the 
demands tha t the VMs place on it. More specifically, it receives:
•  A graph representing the application topology of the VMs and a traffic load matrix 
among them, and
•  Matrices representing the available bandwidth and latency among the Hosts running 
VNET daemons.
VADAPT’s goal is to  use this information to choose a configuration, consisting of VM-to- 
host mapping, overlay topology and forwarding rules of that topology, tha t maximizes the 
performance of the application running inside the VMs.
7.2.3 M onitoring V N ET Application Traffic
To validate the combination of Wren monitoring an application using VNET we ran a BSP- 
style communication pattern generator with two nodes at William and Mary and two nodes 
at Northwestern University. Each node communicates periodically with two of its neighbors 
in a series of 200KB messages. The result of monitoring one pair of nodes exchanging data 
between William and Mary and Northwestern is shown in Figure 7.4. This graph shows 
the results of this experiment, with the throughput achieved by the application during its 
bursty communication phase and Wren’s available bandwidth observations. Although the 
application never achieved significant levels of throughput, Wren was able to  measure the 
available bandwidth. Validating these results across a WAN is difficult, but iperf achieved 
approximately 24Mbps throughput when run following this experiment, which is in line 
with our expectations based on Wren’s observations and the large number of connections 
sharing W&M’s 150Mbps Abilene connection.
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Figure 7.4: Wren observing a neighbor communication pattern sending 200K messages within 
VNET.
7.2.4 Overheads o f V N E T /W ren Integration
The overheads of integrating Wren with Virtuoso stem from the extra kernel-level Wren pro­
cessing each VNET transmission sees, Wren user-level processing of data  into bandwidth 
and latency estimates, and the cost of using VNET and VTTIF to aggregate local Wren 
information into a global view. Of these, only the first is in the critical path of application 
performance. As described in Chapter 3, the Wren kernel-level processing has no distin­
guishable effect on either throughput or latency. W ith VTTIF, latency is unaffected, while 
throughput is affected by ~1%. The cost of local processing is tiny and can be delayed.
7.2.5 Status and Contributions
We have created a testbed of Wren-enabled machines: two at William and Mary and two 
at Northwestern and have successfully run VNET on top of Wren on these systems with 
Wren using VM traffic to characterize the network connectivity, as shown in Figure 7.4. At
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the same time Wren provides its available bandwidth matrix, VTTIF provides the (correct) 
application topology matrix.
The description of how VADAPT’s adaptation algorithms make use of physical network 
measurements obtained from Wren is not presented here. However, the description and 
evaluation of the algorithms can be found in [20].
We have described how the Virtuoso and Wren systems may be integrated to  provide 
a virtual execution environment that simplifies application portability while providing the 
application and resource measurements required for transparent optimization of application 
performance. We have described how real-time Wren measurements can be exported to Vir­
tuoso via a SOAP interface. Our results indicate that this system has low overhead and pro­
duces available bandwidth observations while monitoring bursty VNET traffic. VADAPT, 
the adaptation component of Virtuoso, uses this information provided by Wren along with 
application characteristics provided by VTTIF to  dynamically configure the application, 
maximizing its performance.
7.3 Transparent O ptim ization of Grid Server Selection
One of the challenges in developing grid applications is the difficulty in creating applications 
that can function across both high latency networks and tightly coupled clusters. Grid 
services have emerged as a means to help the coordination of grid applications by providing 
a standard interface between clients and services. While grid services have tremendously 
simplified the programming challenges in leveraging large-scale distributed computing, the 
increased level of abstraction reduces the opportunities available to the application for 
optimizing its performance by monitoring the system.
In this section, we introduce a monitoring grid services proxy, which transparently mon­
itors network performance and selects between several replica service providers. The proxy 
service offers a new level of abstraction tha t hides the exact data  or service resource from
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the client. In such a system, the client is configured with the location of the proxy as 
the address for all services, but it is totally unaware of the behavior of the proxy and all 
optimization decisions are transparent to both the service providers and the client. While 
adding proxies to  grid services architectures may remove some control from the client, our 
goal is to  provide the middleware with sufficient power to make the appropriate performance 
optimizations without the need to involve either the user or the client application unless 
qualitative decisions—such as choosing between databases managed by different groups— 
need to be made.
For available bandwidth measurements to be useful to  grid services proxies, they must 
be both accurate and non-invasive. We incorporate passive Wren measurements into a grid 
services proxy to  help facilitate the proxy’s decision of which service to invoke. Wren is 
less invasive than  active probing because it uses passive traces of the traffic already flowing 
through the proxy to provide available bandwidth measurements. Because Wren measures 
available bandwidth using the application’s own traffic, the measurements provided by Wren 
will reflect the bandwidth available to that application.
Wren will allow the proxy server to choose between different options for executing the 
same service, e.g., whether to process data locally on a single server or to  spend the time 
uploading the dataset to a remote high-performance cluster tha t offers the same service. 
These features will be used to hide the complex details of service and data  location from 
the client application, while still exposing options of different services and datasets to  the 
client and the user. Furthermore, Wren measurements enable the proxy to  provide feedback 
to the client on how long each service module will take to transfer data or client requests.
The principle contribution of our work is the implementation and analysis of a sys­
tem that uses real-time measurements to make runtime server selection decisions without 
modification of either the client application or service provider’s code or infrastructure.
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7.3.1 Grid Services
As an alternative to the complex challenge of programming distributed grid resources, the 
area of grid services has gained ground as a means of providing researchers with program­
matic access to distributed computational resources [17,66]. In many fields the same appli­
cations are used repeatedly (e.g. BLAST in genomics or charm-|—I- in biochemistry). Grid 
services that execute a known application on user-submitted data provide users with power­
ful resources and help reduce the programming complexity of developing grid applications.
Grid services are at the core of the effort to provide seamless interoperation among 
resources in distributed systems. Grid services are fundamentally Web Services that provide 
specific functionality. The OGSI defines Grid Services with extensions to  the standard 
Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) to  provide: sophisticated security infrastructure; 
standard service invocation mechanism for service lifetime management; state management 
and modeling of time; and standard service inquiry mechanism [66].
The OGSA Execution Management Services (OGSA-EMS) [17] are a set of components 
that are collectively responsible for identifying service locations, selecting the most appro­
priate location, and running the service. EMS itself comprises multiple services tha t achieve 
these goals and are designed in a composable fashion such that services can be connected 
as required. They leverage information provided through a Grid Monitoring Architecture 
to provide their services. In our case, the services provided by our proxy are most similar 
to an OGSA Job Manager. By combining the Wren monitoring techniques with a Message 
Broker that is used to deliver messages between components, the same level of transparent, 
passive network performance monitoring could be achieved, and tha t information could be 
used to  make resource mapping decisions in combination with other information available. 
However, as our current applications sire not based on an OGSA-compliant library, we have 
not yet pursued this option.
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7.3.2 Integrating Wren with Grid Services Proxy
A grid service proxy is designed to provide a client with a single interface to  multiple 
services. Service providers may offer the same services as other service providers as well as 
unique services. We have implemented a new grid service proxy tha t makes use of Wren 
measurements to  to  help optimize the decision of which provider’s service to  invoke.
The grid services proxy is an HTTP-level proxy service. The proxy parses the message 
to identify each unit of work as it is submitted and selects a particular endpoint tha t can 
provide the requested service. However, the proxy does not modify the request in any 
way and simply ensures that all messages corresponding to the particular unit of work are 
forwarded to  the same endpoint. In the OGSA this proxy service is most similar to a 
Message Broker. Currently we do not implement any of the functionality of an OGSA Job 
Manager, but the services and algorithms we have implemented would work well within a 
Job Manager. However, because the application we utilize in these examples, INCOGEN’s 
VIBE toolkit [24], does not presently support OGSA functionality, we are able to  achieve 
similar goals with an HTTP proxy. In this case, we configure VIBE with a list of the 
services that are available, and provide the address of our proxy for each service. VIBE 
then contacts the proxy to  request the service, and the proxy transparently forwards the 
request to the best endpoint it is aware of to provide tha t service.
Figure 7.1 shows how the Wren packet trace facility and the Wren analysis module are 
integrated with a simple grid services proxy. Wren produces a series of available bandwidth 
measurements for each connection established on the proxy machine. A connection is any 
TCP stream between the proxy and another host. These Wren measurements are integrated 
into a grid services proxy via a SOAP interface.
Available bandwidth measurements are gathered for each connection/path between the 
proxy and each server. The proxy stores available bandwidth information for each service 
registered with the proxy and uses this information to make decisions when a client requests 
a service tha t is offered by more than one server. In our implementation, the decision of
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Proxy 5.2 ±  0.99 17.3 ±  1.85 10.5 ±  1.56 75.4 ±  0.83
Proxy +  Wren Tracing 4.9 ±  1.09 18.5 ±  2.08 9.6 ±  0.89 75.6 ±  2.36
which server to  use is based solely on the available bandwidth on the paths between the 
proxy and the servers. To keep the available bandwidth measurements from becoming stale, 
the proxy will divert a small fraction of requests to alternate servers.
7.3.3 Im pact o f Wren Tracing on Proxy Performance
To determine the impact of Wren tracing on proxy performance, we evaluated the overhead 
incurred when running an example grid application. For this experiment, INCOGEN’s soft­
ware VIBE (Visual Integrated Bioinformatics Environment) [24] will serve as the example 
grid application. VIBE is designed to provide workflow management and the point of in­
teraction between users and their data. VIBE allows users to study a particular genome or 
explore genome sequence with sequence analysis tools.
In our experiments, we selected four example VIBE pipelines. In each pipeline, the client 
uploads sequences to  a VIBE server, asks the server to apply one or more algorithms to  those 
sequence, and retrieves the results from the server. At intermediate steps along the pipeline, 
the VIBE server may send results back to  the client, allowing the client to view results and 
refine searches. VIBE exhibits BSP style communication patterns by alternating between 
periods of server processing when no communication occurs and periods of transferring data 
between client and server when no computation occurs. Table 7.2 compares the execution 
time of running the VIBE pipelines with Wren tracing and without Wren tracing. The 
values in the table represent averages with 95% confidence intervals. The results in the 
table show that there is no noticeable difference between execution time and tha t Wren 
tracing has a negligible effect on application performance.
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Figure 7.5: Wren measurements obtained from proxy traffic reflect changes in available bandwidth 
even when the monitored application’s throughput does not consume all of the available bandwidth.
7.3.4 W ren M easurem ents o f Proxy Traffic
We demonstrate that Wren can provide real-time available bandwidth measurements when 
integrated in a grid services proxy through experiments on a controlled-load/controlled- 
latency testbed environment. We set up an experiment in which an application uses the 
proxy to communicate with a server across a LAN testbed. For this experiment, one iperf 
generated 50Mbps of cross traffic for the first 30 seconds and no cross traffic was present 
for the remaining 30 seconds. Therefore we know that there was 50 Mbps of available 
bandwidth from time 0-30 seconds and 100 Mbps of available bandwidth from time 30-60 
seconds.
In the first 30 seconds of Figure 7.5, we see that our online Wren monitoring system 
produces measurements that accurately reflect the change in available bandwidth on the 
path. I t is im portant to  note th a t W ren can measure the  available bandw idth even when the 
throughput of the application we are monitoring is not saturating the available bandwidth 
of the path.
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7.3.5 Proxy Server Selection M otivation
While available bandwidth is only one factor that must be taken into account when making 
the server selection decision, we ignore other factors, such as CPU power or cost for analysis 
in this paper. In a real server selection process, Wren measurements would be used in 
conjunction with other factors. We motivate the proxy server selection by describing a 
scenario in which our example grid application, VIBE, would need to decide between replica 
service providers.
A cancer drug research group has sequenced genes that are expressed in cells from a 
specific type of skin cancer in humans (that is, genes that appear in cancerous cells) but 
not in healthy skin cells. To find out what these genes do, the research group compares the 
genes against locally stored results from the group’s previous experiments to see if there are 
similar genes expressed in other conditions. The group also has the option of running the 
same sequences against a national/international database such as nr at NCBI to see if other 
people have found the same gene expressed in other animals and/or in other conditions that 
they have not yet looked at. Both the local and remote databases will help the research 
group narrow down what the particular genes do and possibly help lead them to drugs or 
methods to  disrupt the functioning of cancer cells.
The decision the group must make is between using a small, locally located computation 
engine or a potentially more powerful remote resource, but with much more restricted upload 
bandwidth for their gene sequence. Obviously, the decision of whether to  use the local or 
remote database should consider the network bandwidth available to both the local and 
remote databases. In the following experiment, we show how Wren measurements provide 
the necessary available bandwidth information to optimize the selection of server. In a real
server selection process, th is  netw ork perform ance inform ation would be  used in  conjunction  
with other factors to  select the optimal server.
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Figure 7.6: This testbed configuration allows us to adjust the amount of cross traffic on the paths 
between the proxy and the servers.
7.3.6 Proxy Server Selection Experim ent
We created a testbed experiment in which we used a TCP traffic generator to  simulate 
application traffic tha t would be produced by a grid application, such as VIBE. We used 
a testbed rather than  creating a WAN experiment because confirming the actual available 
bandwidth in WAN environments is not always feasible and we have exact control over the 
network load in the testbed environment.
To demonstrate tha t Wren measurements can be used to help the proxy select the server 
that will optimize performance, we set up a system in which two servers provide the same 
services. Figure 7.6 shows the testbed configuration we used for this experiment. The client 
is only aware of the proxy, but the proxy is using Wren to monitor the available bandwidth 
to the two identical servers. Because Serverl and Server2 are located on separate paths, we 
can vary the amount of cross traffic, and thus the available bandwidth, between the servers.
In this experiment, we produced approximately 25 Mbps of cross traffic on the path 
between the proxy and Serverl. On the path between the proxy and Server2, we produced 
approximately 75Mbps of cross traffic for the first 70 seconds of the experiment and 0 Mbps 
of cross traffic for the remainder of the experiment. For this experiment, Serverl is the 
optimal server for the first 70 seconds because it has 75 Mbps of available bandwidth and 
Server2 only has 25 Mbps of available bandwidth. From time 70 seconds until the end of 
the experiment, Server2 is the optimal server because it has full available bandwidth while
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F igure 7.7: The graph shows the Wren mea­
surements and application throughput on the 
path to Server 1. Wren measurements accurately 
reflect the available bandwidth of a path with 
25Mbps of cross traffic even though the moni­
tored application throughput is not saturating 
the path.
F igure 7.8: This graph shows the Wren mean 
surements and application throughput on the 
path to Server 2. Wren measurements accurately 
detect the change in available bandwidth that 
occurs at 70 seconds when the 75Mbps of cross 
traffic is reduced to 0.
Serverl still only has 75 Mbps available.
The proxy is designed to select and use the server that has the path with the most avail­
able bandwidth. Throughout the experiment, when one server is selected a small amount 
of traffic (less than 1%) is diverted to the other server to keep the available bandwidth 
measurements current. In Figures 7.7 and 7.8, we show the Wren measurements obtained 
from monitoring the traffic between the proxy and the severs. Figure 7.7 shows that Wren 
correctly measures tha t there is approximately 75 Mbps of available bandwidth on the path. 
In this figure, we also see tha t even though the application throughput is not saturating 
the path, Wren can correctly measure the available bandwidth. In Figure 7.8, we see that 
the Wren can accurately detect the change in available bandwidth tha t occurs at time 70 
seconds when 75Mbps of cross traffic is reduced to 0 Mbps of cross traffic.
In Figure 7.9, we show the servers selected by the proxy during the experiment are 
optimal according the available bandwidth between the servers and the proxy. This graph
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Figure 7.9: Wren measurements help the proxy select the server with the most available bandwidth 
to optimize overall performance.
shows tha t the proxy can use Wren measurements to optimize network performance.
7.3.7 Status and Contributions
We have described how to transparently optimize grid server selection by incorporating 
Wren measurements into a grid services proxy. We have shown that Wren measurements 
have no noticeable impact on proxy performance and have experimentally demonstrated 
that a proxy can use Wren measurements to select the resource tha t will optimize network 
performance.
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7.4 Sum mary
In this Chapter, we explored the practicality and applicability of Wren measurements in 
real-time systems. We explained how real-time available bandwidth measurements are gen­
erated by online Wren, quantified the measurement lag, and demonstrated tha t Wren mea­
surements can be delivered to interested applications in a timely fashion. We have described 
how Wren measurements can be incorporated into Virtuoso’s adaptation algorithms and we 
have discussed how integrating Wren in a grid services proxy can help optimize the server 
selection process. The key advantage of incorporating Wren into virtual machines and prox­
ies is that Wren provides available bandwidth information without any modification to or 
even awareness of client applications or service providers. As a result, Wren enables trans­
parent optimization of the server selection process and provides free network measurement 
for adaptive virtualized distributed systems.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, we summarize the results presented in previous chapters and outline future 
work.
8.1 R esults and Contributions
Wren uses kernel-level packet trace collection because these traces allow precise timestamps 
of the arrival and departure of packets on the machines. The precision of the timestamps is 
crucial because our passive available bandwidth algorithm relies on observing the behavior 
of small groups of packets on the network. In Chapter 3, we describe the Wren packet 
trace facility, quantify the overhead associated with Wren packet tracing, and compare 
Wren packet tracing to  the packet-filter approaches of tcpdum p and libpcap. We have 
demonstrated tha t Wren tracing is efficient enough to  monitor traffic on gigabit networks, 
has minimal effect on the performance of other applications, and provides advantages in 
efficiency and non intrusiveness compared to tcpdum p and libpcap.
The key observation behind our passive approach is that TCP data transfers are inher­
ently bursty, and those bursts form packet trains transmitted at a range of sending rates. 
By observing the behavior of those trains across the network, we can infer the available
102
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bandwidth of the path even when the TCP flow does not approach saturating the path. 
The primary challenge Wren addresses, compared to other active available bandwidth tools, 
is tha t Wren has no control over the traffic pattern and must select from the data  naturally 
available in the TCP flow. Although Wren has no control over the trains and selects shorter 
trains than would deliberately be generated by active probing, over time the burstiness of 
the TCP process produces many trains at a variety of rates [29,58]. In Chapter 4, we dis­
cuss the differences between the probe traffic sent by active available bandwidth tools and 
application-generated TCP traffic. We have looked at the sending rate of groups of TCP 
packets for bulk data  transfers, bursty TCP traffic, and traffic collected on congested paths 
and found tha t the variety in sending rates necessary to  apply the self-induced congestion 
principles is present in the TCP traffic generated by these various applications.
In Chapter 5, we introduce our two-sided algorithms that are based on the packet 
dispersion and self-induced congestion principles used in active available bandwidth tools. 
We analyze the accuracy of these new algorithms and show that the self-induced congestion 
algorithm is able to  detect changes in available bandwidth on paths with multiple tight 
links. Because the packet dispersion algorithm is unable to produce valid measurements on 
some paths, we focus our development and analysis efforts on the self-induced congestion 
algorithm.
Chapter 6 describes the implementation of our passive available bandwidth algorithm 
and evaluates the accuracy of the measurements. The analysis algorithm used by Wren 
is based on the self-induced congestion (SIC) algorithm [53,55]. Active implementations 
of this algorithm generate trains of packets at progressively faster rates until increases in 
one-way delay are observed, indicating queues building along the path resulting from the 
available bandwidth being consumed. We apply similar analysis to our passively collected 
traces, using the  trends in the Round Trip Times (RTTs) of packets instead of the  one­
way delays of packets to measure available bandwidth. We look for trains that have a 
non-increasing trend in RTTs because these trains did not incur queuing on the path; the 
rate at which these trains were sent represents the lower bound of the current available
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bandwidth.
We experimentally evaluated Wren’s ability to  measure available bandwidth on LAN 
and WAN networks using a variety of application traffic types, including bulk data trans­
fers and BSP-style applications. In the testbed environment, we controlled the amount of 
congestion present on the path using both fluid and bursty traffic to  create congestion on the 
network paths. More importantly, we knew exactly how much bandwidth was available and 
could determine the accuracy of our algorithm’s measurements. Our results demonstrated 
that Wren can accurately detect changes in available bandwidth, even if the application 
throughput is not saturating the path. When comparing Wren to  an active available band­
width tool, Pathload, we found tha t Wren measurements were similar to those produced by 
Pathload.
In Chapter 7, we provide an introduction to and analysis of the online Wren system, 
completing the circle by providing real-time measurements back to the application for per­
formance optimization. In the online Wren system, a user-level component periodically col­
lects application traces from the Wren packet trace facility. Run-time analysis determines 
available bandwidth and the measurements are reported to other applications through a 
SOAP interface. Alternatively, the packet traces can be transmitted to a remote repository. 
We quantify the lag associated with providing real-time measurements and demonstrate 
that Wren can produce available bandwidth measurements in a timely fashion.
The remainder of Chapter 7 focuses on the practicality of using Wren measurements to 
optimize runtime performance. We discuss the integration of Wren measurements with both 
an adaptive virtualized distributed machine system, Virtuoso, and a grid services proxy. We 
demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating Wren measurements in Virtuoso’s adaptation 
algorithms to enhance decisions regarding VM-to-host mappings, overlay topology, and 
forwarding rules. We finish the Chapter by describing how a grid services proxy uses real­
time Wren measurements to make runtime server selection decisions without modification 
of client or service provider code or infrastructure.
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8.2 Future Work
Our work has made contributions in both the network measurement and high performance 
distributed/grid computing areas [20,70-73]. However, more work is needed to  understand 
the accuracy and limitations of Wren tracing and realize full integration of Wren measure­
ments in real applications to optimize performance. We have defined several parameters in 
Wren’s one-sided algorithm, but the values of these parameters have not been experimen­
tally validated. The first is the a  parameter that is used to define “consistent spacing” in 
the packet train  forming step of our algorithm. Another parameter used in this step is the 
minimum train size. This parameter needs to be large enough to  so tha t the trends of the 
RTTs in the train can be analyzed, but small enough to work on an application that sends 
smaller bursts of data. We need to also consider the similarity percentage between the ISR 
and ACK return rate, which is used to help filter results. Formalization of these parameter 
values is required to tune the Wren algorithm to produce the best results possible.
Wren’s algorithm cannot produce measurements if there is not enough application traffic 
to monitor. The first step in understanding the limitations of Wren is to  characterize the 
traffic patterns needed by our passive algorithms to produce valid available bandwidth mea­
surements. We are interested in quantifying how many back-to-back packets are required 
for the one-sided Wren algorithm. If we can qualify the type of application traffic, we will 
know when deploying Wren will be useful to applications.
We have focused on testbed experiments using traffic generators because obtaining exact 
measures of available bandwidth on real WANs is not feasible. These WAN networks will 
test Wren’s resilience to  ACK compression and demonstrate whether or not Wren can 
measure congestion caused by real Internet traffic.
It is not clear how well Wren will fare in real high bandwidth-delay networks. In these 
settings, interrupt coalescing may reduce the number of ACK packets, applications may 
use multiple TCP streams, and applications may use one of several variations of TCP
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designed for high-speed networks. The impact of these issues on Wren’s accuracy needs to 
be investigated, and modifications to W ren’s algorithm may need to be made to  compensate 
for other flavors of TCP or applications using multiple TCP streams.
While we have already described how virtual machines and grid services proxies can 
make use of Wren measurements to optimize runtime performance, Wren measurements 
can be integrated with many other applications. For example, Wren measurements could 
be used to check or enforce QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees or to help grid network 
service provisioning systems better utilize network resources.
8.3 Final W ords
We have presented the Wren monitoring system, that passively monitors application-generated 
traffic to produce real-time available bandwidth measurements. We have shown that Wren 
can transparently and accurately monitor available bandwidth, with no modification to  ap­
plication code required and negligible effect on throughput, latency, or CPU consumption. 
Finally, we have described how applications can utilize Wren measurements to improve their 
runtime performance.
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